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OCTOBER 1990 PUBLISHED BY THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS, HOPE COLLEGE, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423
Tradition
'71 ew events better signify
-T the advent of fall than the
Pull-students past summer’s
easy pace and settled into the
semester’s routine either cheer
or strain at the rope, the canopy
of leaves shrouding the banks
of the Black River shows just a
hint of color, and the new bite
in the air suggests the cooler
winter weather about to follow.
This year, the crisp autumn
atmosphere was supplemented
by the rain-soaked earth and
half-flooded pits that added grit
to a grueling three-hour battle
of wills that ended with a
narrow, seven-foot sophomore
victory.
A chilly rain that fell steadily
throughout the day turned the
banks of the Black River into a
muddy morass and proved too much for the freshman
class, which lost its anchorman less than 30 minutes into
the conflict and fought the remainder of the battle armed
with a substitute pulled from the middle of the team and
tied hastily into the anchor pit. And although the freshmen
staged a valiant comeback effort, they were unable to
overcome the sophomores’ strength.
This year’s Pull-the 93rd-marked the 35th time since
1934 that the sophomores have defeated the freshmen,
suggesting that the freshmen class had not only the sopho-
mores’ numeric superiority but also their experience to
overcome.
While the sophomores class’
two-to-one win-loss ratio might
prove telling statistically, for the
competitors the information is
probably irrelevant. When the
94th Pull begins on some mid-
September Friday in 1991, each
class will be convinced that its
heart, its desire, its training will





Dedications at three sites
recently honored Hope friends
and alumni: the Paul G. Fried
International Center, Van
Andel Plaza, and the newly-
renovated Van Zoeren and
VanderWerf Halls and the
new DeWitt Center for
Economics and Business.
See pages two and three.
Ruth Oosterhof ’s cochlear implant did more than restore
her hearing. It provided her with purpose.
See page seven.
Freshman Debbie Dykstra’s Hope relatives number more
than the 66 generation students that the college added this
year.
See pages eight and nine.
A festive Homecoming included reunions for the classes
of 1980 and 1985, and the Cosmopolitan Fraternity’s 100th
anniversary celebration.
See pages ten and eleven.
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On the Cover
For Hope College alumni and students,
the Pull is as much a part offal! as the
first day of classes, brightly-colored
leaves and football games. And for a 93-
year-old tradition, the Pull has aged
well, remaining a serious “affair of
honor" for the competitors, who are not
afraid to give their all-even their hair
for the team.
Pictured at the lower left are sophomore
anchor James Oonk Jr. of Holland and
morale girl Kelly Lewis of Worthington.
Ohio. At the upper right, sophomore
Stewart Leniger of Spencer, Iowa strains
at the rope while morale girl Kierin
Givens of Andover. Mass, provides
guidance.
CAMPUS NOTES
The International Education Center was dedicated as the Paul G. Fried International
Center in honor of Dr. Fried, professor emeritus of history, on Saturday, Sept. 22.
ENROLLMENT RECORD: Despite a
nationwide decline in the number of gradu-
ating high school seniors, Hope College has
a record number of students enrolled this
year, according to Jon Huisken, dean for
academic services and registrar.
For the first time in its history, Hope has
more than 2,800 students, with the 2,813
currently enrolled at the college breaking the
previous record, which was set during the
1988-89 academic year when the college
had 2,781 students.
According to Gary Camp ’78, director of
admissions, the pool of high school seniors
available to become college freshmen had
declined nationwide. For example, the high
school class of 1990, compared to the class
of 1989, was 10 percent smaller in
Michigan, 14-15 percent smaller in the
Midwest, and down by 18-20 percent in the
Northeast. Camp noted that decreases are
expected each year through 1994, when the
number of available students will begin- to
climb gradually.
“The demographic decline is real,” Camp
said. “And when you consider that Hope
during that same period has increased its
total enrollment, that really says a lot about
the kind of institution that Hope is and the
way it’s being perceived by the public.”
According to Huisken, retention of
current Hope students — students who did
not transfer away from Hope — played a sig-
nificant role in keeping the college’s
enrollment high. Huisken attributed the
college’s high retention rate to both the
college’s faculty and the accuracy of the
Hope admissions office’s depiction of life
at Hope.
“I think that a lot of the credit goes to the
academic program — with what happens both
in the classroom and in research,” Huisken
said. “The students really get to know
faculty well.”
The number of students attending college
for the first time is 616, compared to 619 a
year ago. Students transferring to Hope
from other colleges and universities total
120, compared to 98 in 1989. There are 78
students enrolled in off-campus programs,
compared to 64 last year.
(see “CAMPUS" on page three)
Quote, unquote is an eclectic sampling
of things said at and about Hope
College.
“We are confronted with a level of
hope, unprecedented in recent decades of
history, when we look to the phenomena
of freedom and democracy taking place
in central and eastern Europe. Yet, on
another part of our globe, hope is fading
fast as the specter of armed confrontation
increases.
“As students in the context of this chal-
lenging, complex world environment,
yours will be the task of educating your-
selves, so that the knowledge you acquire
can be used to make the future fulfill all
that today’s hopes suggest. As faculty,
ours will be the task of demonstrating to
you that the wisdom necessary for
meeting the challenges of the future
comes from combining what we know in
an intellectual way with a far more subtle
understanding of the human condition.
“And together, we share the task of not
letting the negative conditions of war and
power mongering deflect us from pursu-
ing the kind of hopes which are rooted
not in economic or geopolitical realities,
but in fundamental human and moral
realities.
“And now here you are at Hope
College in the year 1990, poised to begin
your future anew. I cannot think of a
more fitting name for a college in the
decade of the ’90s — a decade in which
the hope for a better life is stirring in the
hearts of countless peoples across the
globe.
“Hope, in my view, is an affirmation of
the future; it is a passion for the future.
“There is a wonderful quote which cap-
tures for me what hope is and means.
It’s a quote from Teilhard de Chardin, a
priest and noted paleontologist. It’s from
his book Building the Earth and it goes
like this:
“'...the three aspirations which are
characteristic of a faith in the future;
a passion for the future, a passion for
the universal, and a passion for the indi-
vidual...'
“Now it may sound strange to talk
about a passion for the future. We tend to
associate the word passion with baser
human emotions, but I believe that it will
take a passionate dedication to the possi-
ble, to the potential, and even to the
improbable in order to achieve all that
anticipation and aspiration now hold open
to us — as individual persons, as a college,
as a country and as a world community.
“Chardin tells us that a faith in the
future also entails a passion for the uni-
versal. Entering a liberal arts college,
you pass through portals which open into
an arena of universals, of ideas.
“Now we may approach the learning of
ideas with skepticism or reverence, but
regardless of attitude, college is a time
for passionate engagement with
ideas — be they practical or theoretical,
concrete or abstract, ill-formulated or
articulated with unadulterated clarity.
“Lastly, faith in the future expresses
itself by a passion for the individual.
What is distinctive about a good liberal
arts and sciences college is its capacity to
create the conditions for the realization
of the hopes which students hold dear,
whether these are hopes for preparation
for a specific career, hopes for finding
out who and what they are, or hopes for
coming to conclusions about the values
which will guide their lives.
“It takes a special kind of place and a
special kind of people to create an envi-
ronment in which the individual can feel
safe to explore his or her own person-
hood, to develop the range and variety of
talents possessed, and to feel recognized
in his or her own right As a good liberal
arts college, Hope College is such a
place and its faculty and staff are such
people.
“It is through the kind of faith in the
future of which Chardin speaks and our
commitment to the values of a liberal
education that our passion for the indi-
vidual is actualized and the potentials of
each individual student are fulfilled. In
the last analysis, it IS a liberal education
which undergirds our passion for the
future, informs our passion for the uni-
versal and guides our passion for the
individual.
“Thus, in closing, I have but one aspi-
ration to express to each and every
member of the Hope College communi-
ty — may the academic year now
commencing hold countless opportuni-
ties for you to fulfill your faith in the
future with the values of a liberal arts
community giving focus and purpose to
your passion for the future, your passion
for the universal and, most importantly,
to your passion for the individual.”
Excerpts from “Hope: A Passion for
the Future” the address delivered by
Dr. Carol J. Guardo, president of the
Great Lakes Colleges Association,
during the college’s opening convoca-
tion on Tuesday, Aug. 28 in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel. The college is cur-
rently in its 129th academic year.
TWO NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE, OCTOBER 1990
Van Andel Plaza, named in honor of donors Jay and Betty Van Andel and lying before
Van Zoeren Hall, was dedicated on Friday, Aug. 17.
CAMPUS
(continued from page two)
The enrollment by class, with last year’s
class in parentheses, is: freshmen, 761
(742); sophomores, 653 (687); juniors, 608
(611); seniors, 579 (517); and special stu-
dents, 212 (213).
The student body is comprised of 1 ,597
women and 1,216 men from 40 states and
territories as well as from 34 foreign coun-
tries.
The largest student representation comes
from Michigan with 2,001 students, fol-
lowed by Illinois, 161; New York,- 64; Ohio,
63: Indiana, 47; Wisconsin, 41; New Jersey,
39; Minnesota, 18; Florida, 13; and
California and Iowa, 10 each.
Foreign countries represented in the
student body include Austria, Bahamas,
Bahrain, Cambodia, Canada, Chile, China,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ethiopia,
France, Germany, Ghana, Great Britain,
Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia,
Jamaica, Japan, Korea, Laos, Malawi,
Netherlands, Philippines, Poland, Singapore,
Spain, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Tanzania, Uganda
and Vietnam.
GALLERY GIFT: The ability of the
DePree Art Center gallery to maintain an
exhibition program of increased quality and
scope has been enhanced through a major
gift from Hugh DePree ’38, whose name the
art center bears.
DePree, retired chairman of the Hope
College Board of Trustees and former chief
executive of Herman Miller Inc. of Zeeland,
Mich., was honored for his gift at a gallery
reception on Saturday, Sept. 22
Both the reception and the gallery’s show
at the time, “Hope Collects,” were intended
to honor all donors to the gallery through the
years, according to Dr. Jack Wilson, profes-
sor of art history and director of the gallery.
The Patrons for the Arts at Hope College
have consistently supported the gallery’s
exhibition program, and individual donors
have contributed significantly to the
college’s permanent collection.
In addition to DePree, individual donors
present at the reception included Maurice
Kawashima of New York City, who recently
gave the gallery 20th century Japanese
ceramics, and Orville C. Beattie of Chicago,
111., who has through the years given many
works of art.
Dr. Wilson noted that DePree’s gift is
unique in that it was given specifically to the
gallery to assist in its operation.
“We’ve really never been given a gift like
this — so singular — so it’s a special gift, and
it’s doubly special because it comes from
Hugh DePree, who, of course, has given his
name to the gallery,” Dr. Wilson said. “We
will continue to honor it by using it well.”
Dr. Wilson explained that DePree’s gift
will aid the gallery in acquiring its exhibi-
tions.
UNUSUAL GIFT: William C. Van
Faasen ’70 of Boston, Mass, earned his
recent donation to the college in a rather
unusual way. He won it.
As a member of the four-man team that
won the Sprint Classic Golf Tournament at
La Quinta Golf Resort in Palm Springs,
Calif, in May, Van Faasen received $10,000
from US Sprint for donation to charity. He
chose to give half the money to Hope
College and half to a Detroit area children’s
organization.
He has asked that his gift to Hope be used
to assist the college in enhancing its
multi-cultural presence. Van Faasen assist-
ed the college during its “Hope in the
Future” strategic planning process this past
year, serving on a committee that considered
multi-cultural issues.
COMPUTER GRANT: Hope received a
grant from the National Science Foundation
(NSF) for the acquisition of specialized
equipment required by a new course taught
by the computer science department.
The $54,761 NSF grant, which must be
matched by the college, will purchase com-
puters specially designed for “parallel
processing.” Parallel processing is a way of
using computers so that several machines
work together on a single problem, allowing
problems to be solved with much more
speed and efficiency.
The grant money will allow Hope to pur-
chase approximately 32 specialized
computers that will be able work together
in such a way. These parallel computers
will be housed in a “host” computer that
will be able to monitor and orchestrate the
way in which the parallel machines work
together.
The new computer science course that
will utilize this equipment will teach juniors
and seniors how to use parallel processing
computers. Dr. Michael Jipping, assistant
professor of computer science is both direct-
ing the equipment acquisition and designing
the new course.
STAFF ADDITION: Glenn G. Lowe
’71 has joined the Hope College staff as a
regional advancement director.
The appointment marks a return to Hope
for Lowe, who had been assistant director of
admissions and financial aid from 1972-75.
He is responsible for the college’s
fund-raising efforts in southern California;
Texas; Denver, Colo.; St. Louis, Mo. and
New Orleans, La. In Michigan he is also
responsible for Grand Haven, Muskegon,
Lansing, Ann Arbor and portions of the
Holland/Zeeland area.
FACULTY KUDOS:
Mary Vlieger ’75 De Young, adjunct
assistant instructor of mathematics at Hope,
attended a special meeting for kindergarten
through third grade mathematics specialists
at the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) Headquarters Office
in Reston, Va. on Friday and Saturday, Sept.
7-8.
The meeting was part of a program that
aims at strengthening mathematics leader-
ship in individual schools by developing
mathematics specialists who will work to
coordinate instructional efforts within school
districts and help them implement a compre-
hensive, high-quality instructional program
from primary-grade students. In its third
year, the program is funded by the Exxon
Education Foundation.
Professor De Young is currently coordina-
tor of a two-year project at Hope funded
through the Exxon Education Foundation
and designed to emphasize curriculum
development in experiential, hands-on math
instruction for kindergarten through
third-grade students.
Greg Murray, assistant professor of
biology, received $10,000 from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to support a
project that examines the growth of plants
that thrive in areas of tropical forests that
have been cleared.
Dr. Murray’s research has emphasized
natural clearings, such as places in the forest
where trees have died and fallen, creating a
window of sun in the jungle canopy in
which the plants can thrive. He noted,
however, that the clear-cutting of tropical
forests as pasture or agricultural land has
created large tracts of land ideally suited to
the plants, which he described as
fast-growing, short-lived “pioneer” plants.
Once the seeds fall from birds or bats,
they lie dormant until an appropriate clear-
ing is created. The seeds can. and often
must, wait patiently for several years before
such an opening forms— but they must also
survive natural predators such as rodents and
ants that feed upon them.
According to Dr. Murray, understanding
the circumstances under which such seeds
survive the predators — and how their sur-
vival in turn creates the plants upon which
the seed-dispersing birds eventually feed
again — can lead to an understanding of how
the growth of the larger tropical forest trees
takes place. Jt
The newly-renovated Van Zoeren and VanderWerf Halls, and the new DeWitt Center for
Economics and Business, were dedicated on Friday. Oct. 12.
Ludwig earns national award
Thomas Ludwig, associate professor of
psychology, won the Best Psychology









one of only nine
winners to receive a
“Best” designation
in the international
competition, which also recognized 1 4
“Distinguished” winners. For his achieve-
ment, Dr. Ludwig also received a chash
award and trophy in the opening cere-
monies of EDUCOM '90, .a conference
held in Atlanta, Ga. this month.
“PsychSim” is a set of 16 interactive pro-
grams that engage the student as
experimenter, as subject and as pupil. The
software set, designed to be compatible
with the introductory textbook Psychology
by Hope faculty member David Myers, is
currently the most widely used such materi-
al in the country.
The EDUCOM/NCRIPTAL competition
was established in 1987 to improve the use
of computers in educating undergraduate
college students in the liberal arts by setting
standards for educationally sound software
and its use, recognizing and encouraging
developers, and promoting the use of
award-winning software in the college
classroom. The awards program was
created to bring some order to the prolifera-
tion of computers on campus by applying
much of the recent knowledge of how
humans think and leant.
The winners present new ways to teach
accounting, engineering, humanities,
foreign languages, writing, chemistry,
mathematics, physics, social sciences and
law, and they include innovative ways to
teach laboratory courses and large classes.
According to NCRIPTAL (National Center
for Research to Improve Postsecondary
Teaching and Learning), the trend in this
year’s winners is software that transforms
students from passive listeners to active
learners.




Nov. 2-4, Friday-Sunday — Parents’ Weekend
Nov. 22, Thursday — Thanksgiving Recess begins at 8 a.m.
Nov. 26, Monday — Thanksgiving Recess ends at 8 a.m.
Dec. 7, Friday — Last day of classes
Dec. 10-14, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
Dec. 14, Friday — Residence halls close at 5 p.m.
Spring Semester (1991)
Jan. 6, Sunday — Residence halls open at noon
Jan. 7, Monday — Registration for new students
Jan. 8, Tuesday — Classes begin at 8 a.m.
Feb. 8, Friday — Winter Recess begins at 6 p.m.
Feb. 13, Wednesday — Winter Recess ends at 8 a.m.
March 7, Thursday — Critical Issues Symposium
March 14, Thursday — Spring Recess begins at 6 p.m.
March 25, Monday — Spring Recess ends at 8 a.m.
April 26, Friday — May Day; classes dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
May 4, Saturday — Alumni Day
May 5, Sunday — Baccalaureate and Commencement
INSTANT INFORMATION
Hope Sports Hotline — (616) 394-7888
Activities Information — (616) 394—7863
THE ARTS
Great Performance Series — Tuesday, Oct. 30:
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Wind Ensemble and Orchestra Concert — Thursday,
Nov. 2: Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert— Sunday, Nov. 4:
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Great Performance Series — Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 16-17: Mimi Garrard Dance Company, DeWitt
Theatre, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, Nov. 18:
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Hope College Jazz Ensemble Concert — Monday, Nov.
19: Knickerbocker Theatre, 8 p.m,
Christmas Vespers — Saturday, Dec. 1 and Sunday,
Dec. 2: Dimnent Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m. on Saturday
and 2, 4:30 and 8 p.m. on Sunday. Public sale of tickets
will be Saturday, Nov. 17.
Hope College Orchestra Holiday Concert — Wednes-
day, Dec. 5: DeWitt Center Kletz, 1 1 :30 a.m.
Student Recital — Thursday, Dec. 6: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 7 p.m.
Christmas Madrigal Dinner— Friday, Dec. 7: Maas
Auditorium, 7 p.m. Tickets will be available beginning
Friday, Nov. 30 in the music department office, and cost
$8.50 for adults, $4.75 for children and $2.50 for Hope
students with a meal plan.
“Calavera ‘ Fandango y Francachela,’ ” a work by Jose
Guadalupe Posada, is on display in the DePree Gallery as
part of. "Days of Saints and Souls; The Day of the Dead”
DE FREE GALLERY
Days of Saints and Souls: The Day of the
Dead — -through Dec. 2
A show celebrating, with Mexican art and sculpture. All
Souls Day/All Saints Day (Nov. 1 and 2), called The Day
of the Dead.
Juried Student Show — Dec. 1-15
An assortment of works from current Hope students.
Gallery hours: Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Saturday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sunday 1 to 9 p.m.
The Nutcracker: A Play
Dec 7-22, DeWitt Main Theatre
A new and exciting Christmas production presented
jointly by the Hope Summer Repertory and College
Theatres. Adapted from the famous E.T.A. Hoffman
fairy tale, this play by David Hammond is filled
with spectacle and mystery, beauty and
excitement - a tender story of child-
hood the entire family can enjoy.
Tickets cost $8 for adults, $5 for senior citizens
and children, and may be reserved by calling the





11 12 13 14 15
8p.m. 8p.m. 4 & 8p.m. 4 & 8p.m. 2 & 8p.m.
17 18 19 20 21 22
8p.m. 8p.m. 8p.m. 4 & 8p.m. 4 & 8p.m. 2 & 8p.m.
ADMISSIONS WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Visitation Days
For prospective Hope students, including transfers, high
school juniors and seniors. Visitations are intended to
show students and their parents a typical day in the life of
a Hope student. There will be ample opportunities to
meet students, faculty and staff. Contact Peggy Hallacy
for details.
Friday, Nov. 9, 1990 Friday, Feb. 15, 1991
Friday, Nov. 30, 1990 Friday, March 1, 1991
Friday, Jan. 25, 1991 Friday, March 29, 1991
For further information about any Admissions Office
event, please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of
Admissions, Hope College, Holland, Ml 49423.
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
Nykerk Cup — Saturday, Nov. 3
Parents’ Weekend — Friday-Sunday, Nov. 2-4
Vespers — Saturday-Sunday, Dec. 1-2
Village Square — Wednesday, June 26
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Glenn Van Wieren
Fri.-Sat., Nov. 16-17 ...... at Grand Rapids Baptist Toum.
Tues., Nov. 20 .................. CONCORDIA, MICH., 8 p.m.
Tues., Nov. 27 ............................ at Concordia, 111., 8 p.m.
Tues., Dec. 4 ............................. at North Park, 111., 8 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 7-8 ........ ............... at Aquinas Tournament
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 21-22 ........RUSS DEVETTE HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENT
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 28-29 .at Mose Hole Classic, Wooster, Ohio
Fri.-Sat., Jan. 4—5 ....... at Kean College, N.J. Tournament
Wed., Jan. 9... ....................................... *ALBION, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 12 ........................................... *at Olivet, 3 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 19 ............................................ *at Alma, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 23 ....................................... * ADRIAN, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 26 ............................... *KALAMAZOO, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 30 ............. . .......................... *at Calvin, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 2 ........................................... *at Albion, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 6 .................... . ..................... *OLIVET, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 9 ...................... . ... ............... AQUINAS, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 13 ............................ .. ........... * ALMA, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 16 ......................................... *at Adrian, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 20 ................................ *at Kalamazoo; 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 23 ...........................  ........... *CALVIN, 3 p.m.
*MIAA Game
Grand Rapids Baptist Tournament — Concordia: Wis., Grand
Rapids Baptist; Hope; Lee, Tcnn.
Aquinas Tournament — Aquinas. Grand Valley, Hope, Orchard Lake
St. Mary
Russ DeVette Holiday Tournament — Central, Iowa; Grand Rapids
Baptist; Hope; North Central, 111.
Mose Hole Classic — Capital, Ohio: Hope; Trinity, III.; Wooster, Ohio
Kean Tournament — Hope: Hunter, N.Y.; Jersey City, N.J.; Kean. N.J.
Head Coach: Sue Wise
Tues., Nov. 20 ............................ .. ... at Madonna, 7 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Nov. 23-24 .......................... +HOPE CLASSIC
Tues., Nov. 27 ....................... ST  MARY’S, IND., 6 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Nov. 30-Dec. 1 ......... at No. Central, 111. Toum.
Wed., Dec. 5 ............. . .................. . ....... at Oakland, 7 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 8 ..................... U-MICH. DEARBORN, 3 p.m.
Sat., Dec. 29 ............ . ...................... at Dyke, Ohio, 2 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 9 ........ . ................................. *at Albion, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 12 ..................... ...................... *OLIVET, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 16 ............ ..........at U-Mich. Dearborn, 6 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 19 ..................................... . . .... *ALMA, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 23 ........................................ *at Adrian, 8 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 26 ................................... *at Kalamazoo, 3 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 30 ........................................ *CALVIN, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 2 ........................................... * ALBION, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 6 .......................................... *at Olivet, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 9 ............................... at St. Mary’s, Ind., 1 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 13 ......................................... *at Alma, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 16 ......................................... *ADRIAN, 3 p.m.
Wed., Feb. 20 ............................ * KALAMAZOO, 8 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 23 ...................................  .. . *at Calvin, 3 p.m.
* MIAA Game
+ Games played at the Holland Civic Center. All other home games
will be played at the Dow Center on the Hope College campus.
Hope Classic — First round games: Indiana Wesleyan vs. Trinity
Christian, 111., Hope vs. Houghton, N.Y.
North Central Tournament — Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio; Hope; North
Central, 111.; Washington, Mo.
SWIM MINT
Head Coach: John Patnott
Saturday, Nov. 17 ......................... at Wheaton, 111., 1 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1 .............. MIAA Relays at Calvin, 1 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 7 ........................ GRAND VALLEY, 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 8 ..................................... *CALVIN, 6 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 1 1 ...................... GRAND RAPIDS J.C., 4 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 12 .................................. *at Adrian, 1 p.m.
Fri.-Sat., Jan. 18-19 ...... at Univ. of Indianapolis Invitational
Saturday, Jan. 19 ........... *OLIVET (women only), 1 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 25 .............. ... ........................ *at Alma, 6 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 26 ........................ LAKE FOREST, 2 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 2 ........... . ....................... *ALBION, 1 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 6 ........................ *at Kalamazoo, 6 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 9 ................................... DEPAUW, 1 p.m.
Thurs.-Sat., Feb. 21-23 ....MIAA Championships at Calvin
Thurs.-Sat., March 7-9....NCAAWomen’s Championships
Thurs.-Sat., March 14-16 ....NCAA Men’s Championships
*MIAA Dual Meet
Home meets are held in Kresge Natatorium of the Dow Center on the
campus of Hope College.
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Division and dean share
service emphasis
Like half of her division, Dr. Nancy Sonneveldt '62 Miller has new quarters on campus-some even
say hers is the best office on campus, surveying as it does the library and Van Andel Plaza. Dr.
Miller, dean for the social sciences and professor of education at Hope, values her academic divi-
sion’ s service emphasis.
by Greg Olgers ’87
O ome coincidences, if traced back far
enough, will be found to have been
inevitable.
And perhaps it was inevitable that the
departments of sociology and social
work, education and economics and busi-
ness administration would find
themselves housed together in the
campus’ newest facility — recently reno-
vated Van Zoeren Hall. However, the
departments’ present geographic proximi-
ty is too tidy for mere coincidence, and
there must also be more to it than the
designers’ plans.
Van Zoeren Hall conveniently became
vacant just when the economics and busi-
ness administration and education
departments had homes in houses that
were too small, and when sociology was
eager to be moved from the basement of
Graves Hall into the campus mainstream.
The proper circumstances at the proper
time. A Jungian synchronicity.
How appropriate, then, that the depart-
ments’ dean — Dr. Nancy Sonneveldt ’62
Miller — found her place in the college’s
administration despite the future that she
had started planning even as a child. Or
perhaps it was because of those plans.
Perhaps they made it inevitable.
And, inevitable or not, coincidence or
not, the route that led her to her current
role at Hope helped her prepare for it.
“I wanted to be a teacher for a long time,”
noted Dr. Miller, dean for the social sci-
ences and professor of education at Hope.
“I was always the one that played ‘school’
with the children and the little kids at
family gatherings.”
“And I always liked school, I always
enjoyed reading and literature, so it was
just a natural coming together of those
interests,” Dr. Miller said.
Consequently, Dr. Miller obtained her
teaching certification at Hope and joined
the Wyoming (Mich.) Public School
system following graduation in 1962.
Although she enjoyed her three years
with the district, the experience left her
somehow unfulfilled, so she resumed her
education, earning her doctorate in
English.
Shortly thereafter, she obtained a posi-
tion at Hope, her background leading her
to teaching responsibilities with two
departments: English and education.
Although the move worked out well (she
has been at Hope since 1968), it was not
what she had intended years before.
“Somehow, college teaching just had a
lot of appeal, which it had not had when 1
left here,” Dr.Miller said. "It never, ever
occurred to me — not even once — that I
would ever come back here.”
Part of what brought Dr. Miller back to
Hope was her experience as a student. “I
think the fact that my own undergraduate
experience here was so positive gave it
some appeal,” Dr. Miller said. “I valued
the kind of experience that Hope College
gives, I valued the religious dimen-
sion — and I appreciated what I had
received from that.”
As a member of the Hope faculty. Dr.
Miller also had something to give back to
the college. Her experiences teaching
children, for example, not only gave her
insights valuable in the education courses
she taught but also helped her teaching
itself.
“I felt that my training as an elementary
teacher was put to good use in college
teaching because I was probably a more
deliberate, more self-conscious teacher in
the right sense of the word,” Dr. Miller
said. “And I had training in pedagogy,
which I think really helped. That’s some-
thing that we work very hard to provide
for our beginning teachers because most
of them never had that.”
In addition, as dean for the social sci-
ences Dr. Miller is also responsible for
several programs that link the college
with local school systems — programs that
involve educating both teachers and stu-
dents. The Kellogg Science Education
Program, which premiered last fall, trains
both Hope students and current area
teachers in science education methods.
The CASA (Children’s After School
Achievement) program helps elementary
and junior high students after school, and
Hope College Upward Bound works with
high-school level children. PATH
(Program for the Academically Talented
at Hope) challenges gifted seventh, eighth
and ninth grade students in writing and
mathematics.
As a former teacher. Dr. Miller can
appreciate and understand the importance
of such programs. And as a part of both
the Hope and Holland communities she
also believes strongly in the college’s role
in working with the schools.
“We’ve come to realize that the quality
of education community-wide is every-
one’s responsibility,” Dr. Miller said.
"That’s why partnerships with business
and industry are becoming so much more
common, and I think that’s the reason for
what we’re doing, too.”
Dr. Miller noted that Hope students are
kept in mind when the college becomes
involved in such outreach programs. “We
always try to make certain that in whatev-
er we do for the community, whether it be
CASA, the Kellogg program or the PATH
program, that there be some dimension
that’s beneficial to our students,” Dr.
Miller said. “Usually there’s a field expe-
rience or a component that our students
can benefit from by being directly
involved.”
Dr. Miller’s commitment to helping the
community through such mutually benefi-
cial college programs follows her own
commitment to service. She has worked
with the local schools, serving, for
example, on the board of trustees of the
Holland Christian Schools. Dr. Miller
also serves with Christ Memorial Church
in Holland, where she has been involved
in the education program, vice president
of consistory and chair of search commit-
tees.
She has also balanced her professional
and community commitments with the
needs of her family. Following the births
of her three children, she assumed a
reduced teaching load so that she would
have more time for them and husband
Philip Miller ’65. It was when children
Christopher, Derek and Mindy were older
that she was asked — and felt able — to
become dean in 1985.
Dr. Miller’s division is an amalgamation
of seemingly disparate departments and
programs. In addition to the Kellogg,
PATH, CASA and Upward Bound pro-
grams, the division contains the
departments of education, sociology and
social work, economics and business
administration, psychology, physical edu-
cation and communication.-
Despite the differences. Dr. Miller
believes she has identified a quality
common to the division's elements.
"Probably the greatest common denomi-
nator — and I struggled for a while to
figure out how you can even describe the
social sciences — is simply the fact that in
all the departments we have a strong
emphasis upon the human ditnehsi'bn of
learning,” Dr. Miller said. “So we tend to
have more of the internships, more of the
field experiences.”
The education, sociology and social
work, and economics and business
administration departments’ moves last
year into Van Zoeren Hall have also
helped develop a sense of divisional iden-
tity. “Having three departments here in
one building certainly does help,” Dr.
Miller said. "Just to be focused over here
and to have people recognize that this is
the building that houses social sciences
has been important.”
The new facilities have also facilitated
the development of new directions for the
division, adding new dimensions to not
only the departments but also Dr. Miller’s
work as dean. For example, the new Carl
Frost Center for Social Science Research
is expanding the extent to which sociolo-
gy students can become involved in
research, and the sociology department is
also hoping to add social work accredita-
tion.
Such additions tie-in with strong student
interest in the division’s departments. Dr.
Miller believes that the departments’
emphasis on people and service, which
parallels the character of the college, is
partially responsible.
“I think the kind of students that come
to Hope College are students who are
interested in being of service,” Dr. Miller
said. “And even if it’s not the college’s
Christian dimension that they’re looking
for, it’s still values oriented."
But she also admits she hopes there's
even more to it.
"And of course I’d like to think it’s
because we do things so well, too," Dr.
Miller said.
“We always try to make certain that in whatever we
do for the community. . . that there be some dimension
that’s beneficial to our students.”
—Dr. Nancy Sonneveldt ’62 Miller
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GLCA conferees explore multi-cultural transformation
4 i is crucial for us as men of color
Ji_ to discover and claim our
responsibilities in our communities and
the society at large by telling our stories.
“History, the curriculum and education,
and there should be no doubt about this,
are political statements. They are politi-
cal statements which are intended to
shape the environment and the culture
and mentality by the powerful, for the
sake of the powerful. The greatest lie of
history is not so much what the history
books said; it is what was left out.
“And what they omitted, was particular-
ly our history. They left out our stories.
“Whenever I teach a class in sociology,
I teach the students that socialization is a
process by which a person becomes a
member of the society. That sounds very
neutral. What could possibly be wrong
with that?
“But, we can also define socialization as
a process by which the dominant society
can get you to want what it desires for
you. This understanding of socialization
dramatically changes its meaning; it
becomes a training lesson in repression.
“Our whole mentality, our whole view
of life is shaped by someone else who
does not have anything to do with our
particular background. So the most
important message for men of color is to
empower ourselves to tell our stories, and
to be able to come forth and to tell that
part of the history which is missing.
“As men of color it is essential for us to
understand that each of you and I, togeth-
er with all other peoples, have four faces
to our being. Each of us, by the very
nature of our humanity has a personal,
political, historical and sacred face.
“Nobody gives us the permission to be
political; we are political as a natural
right. Each of us is a historical being and
each of us is a sacred being.
“I think that what happened to the per-
sonal face of our being as we came into
this country, whether we came from
Africa, Europe, Latin America or from
Asia, is that we were stripped of our iden-
tity. In the United States, the dominant
way of life is the pursuit of self-interest
and power.
“We can walk across this country and
walk into any grade school or high school
and say, ‘It’s not what you know...,’ and
all of the students will be able to com-
plete the phrase, ‘it’s who you know.’
“This is power; this is not advancement
based on merit. Thus the political face of
our being was reduced to being nothing
more than power and domination.
“In a world of power what drives
history forward is competition. The
entrepreneurs are always running to stay
ahead but they live with a constant
anxiety that they are falling behind.
“Historically, when people of color
arrived in this country they were not
allowed to prepare themselves to compete
on a fair level with the dominant society.
Yet it was far worse than that; not only
were people of color not educated and
provided with the right to enter into the
society as full members but their identity
was put at risk.
“This is the real crippling. When the
self is undermined, when the sacredness
and the spark of the divine within us is
denied, you dirty the self; the sacred face
of our being is turned opaque and we are
cut adrift from our deepest sacred sources.
“The dominant group, due to the very
logic of power, had to define people of
color as inferior. Power is power because
it is scarce and therefore it cannot be
shared but instead increasingly leads to
the use of deformational violence to pre-
serve it for the dominant class.
“Now let us turn to the creation of alter-
natives, to strategies of transformation.
What are the stories of transformation in
my background and in yours? What are
some of the ways by which we are going to
be able to reject the stories of deformation
and empower us to choose the fundamen-
tally new and better of transformation?
“The first story and strategy, and this is
the heart of any revolution, is to rediscov-
er and reclaim the sacredness of the self.
Any society that prevents a person from
becoming who they are is in deep trouble.
“The second strategy is to analyze the
system. We must figure out what is being
done to us. We have to educate ourselves
to the trickery of deformation and be able
to expose them.
“Our third strategy is to organize across
gender, race and class lines. There is no
hope if we do not do this.
“The fourth of our strategies is to rede-
fine and to rename and to reeducate so
that we can legitimize ourselves.
“Our fifth strategy is to redefine poli-
tics. Politics means to shape our daily
lives and environments; politics for too
many has come to mean abdicating our
political heritage and pursuing all kinds
of economicself-interest.
“Number six is to reject guilt and to
create a fundamentally more just and
compassionate society which means to
shape our daily choices in the way of life
of transformation. We do not want
whites to be guilty; we want them to
change.
“Number seven, all of us as men of
color must redefine aggressiveness. The
redefined meaning of macho and aggres-
siveness is to move decisively to protect
our humanity and that of all others.
"Number eight is to reject and struggle
against, with all the means at our dispos-
al, the sickness of drugs, AIDS, and of
alcohol and the mistreatment of our chil-
dren and women. I know that when
people get involved with drugs it is par-
tially because of the racism, because of
the sense of despair.
“Finally, our ninth strategy, we cannot
accept the argument that men and
women have to settle for less by continu-
ing the kinds of power struggles and
patriarchal relationships that permeate
our society. As men of color, we have to
learn and to continue to remind our-
selves that women are not our
possessions, that women do not belong
to us and that women are a face of the
sacred. We need women in order to
become who we are; and they need us to
become who they are.
“We live in dangerous times as James
Baldwin has said to us, and like Casey,
the preacher, in The Grapes of Wrath, and
Baby Suggs in Beloved, who both lost the
calling to preach, you and I have to
reclaim the spirit. Like Gandhi, Cesar
Chavez, and like Malcolm X and Martin
Luther King Jr., we must discover our
history as men of color, our manhood, our
selfhood, our priesthood.
“When a man of color, while in the
process of searching for his identity and
vocation, comes to recognize that his own
quest coincides with the needs of his
community, at the point where these
meet, at that intersection, he comes to
realize what his life task is about; this is
the moment of our ordination as guides to
our communities. In the very process of
becoming a man in the service of trans-
formation our community will also be in
the process of becoming fundamentally
more human.” ̂
-Excerpts from “Men of Color in the
Service of Transformation” by Dr. David
Abalos, one of two keynote speakers at
the GLCA conference on multi-cultural-
ism hosted by Hope in September.
The conference, titled “Multi-
Culturalism Transforming the 21st
Century: Overcoming Challenges and
Preparing for the Future,' explored how
colleges and universities can prepare
both themselves and students for a
multi-cultural world, and provided dis-
cussion and information on trends and
the future of multicultural education at
the GLCA schools. More than 150 repre-
sentatives of the GLCA, the Associated
Colleges of the Midwest (ACM) and
other institutions attended.
r NOW YOU CAN HAVE A
HOPE COLLEGE CHRISTMAS
WHEREVER YOU UVE! v
In fact, no matter what the occasion, birthday, graduation or
Christmas, we have an appropriate gift for the Hopeite in your
life. You can shop for that gift either by phone or mail using the
1990 color catalog from the Hope-Geneva Bookstore.
To obtain our latest catalog* please write to: Hope-Geneva
Bookstore Mail Order Department, Hope College, Holland, Ml
49423-3698, or call (616) 394-7833, 8:30am to 4:30pm, Monday
though Friday.
•Our 1990 catalog is available. „ll\
HOPE-GENEVA
BOOKSTORE
“In the very process of becoming a man in the
service of transformation our community
will also be in the process of
becoming fundamentally more human”
-Dr. David Abalos




A cochlear implant has done more than restore Ruth Oosterhof '71' s hearing. It has
filled her with purpose, working with developmentally disabled children such as her
foster son, Bradley.
by Greg Olgers ’87
A s collectibles go, music boxes may
Jr\. not seem particularly exotic, but
for Ruth Oosterhof ’7 1 of Muskegon,
Mich., new to the hobby, they have a
special significance. Four years ago she
couldn’t hear them.
Born with a progressive hearing loss,
Oosterhof found herself sinking gradually
into a world of complete silence. Five
years ago, she could hear only if spoken
to directly, and even then she relied more
on her lip-reading ability than her ears.
In 1987, however, all that changed
when she received a cochlear implant
that restored her hearing. And the opera-
tion did more than merely return sound to
her. It ended not only the isolation
caused by her deafness, but also the
despair and bitterness she felt because of
its limitations.
The difficult times were very difficult,
but Oosterhof now values them for what
she has gained as a result. “All I can say
is that my life has been extremely rich,
and it’s been extremely rich because of
the bad times,” she said. “The good times
are great, but it's the bad times that make
the good times so great.”
“It’s the loss of hearing that has brought
the miracle of the implant,” she said. “To
be able to listen to the birds and be able to
hear it like somebody hearing for the first
time — there’s no way to measure the
value of that.”
Although she already had a moderate
hearing loss when a student at Hope,
Oosterhof chose to earn a music major,
concentrating on the violin and hoping
eventually to teach. “At that time I was
not very realistic about my hearing
problem,” she admitted.
By the time she was a senior, she real-
ized that her disability would prevent her
from teaching music. Determined to use
her music training in any capacity possi-
ble, she earned a graduate degree in
library science — but discovered later she
did not enjoy university library work. At
the same time, her hearing deteriorated so
much that she was no longer able to play
the violin at all.
She lapsed into a period of intense
depression, and then tried another tact. "I
took more courses at Hope, in education
thinking that if 1 didn't like university
libraries maybe I would like children’s
libraries — I kept grasping at straws based
on my background,” she said.
As her coursework progressed,
Oosterhof decided that she might be able
to use her background andwork with chil-
dren with physical disabilities. The only
position she could find, however,
involved children with mental disabilities,
and although she did not want to work
with such children, she needed employ-
ment and took the job.
It was a fateful decision.
“Within two weeks I had fallen in love
with the area,” she said. “All my desire
not to have any contact with it had to do
with the fact that I had not been as close
to it.”
Having found something she not only
could do but enjoyed doing — and most
importantly felt value in doing —
Oosterhof pursued her new career. Then
her hearing difficulties threatened again.
She knew that without hearing she could
not react to the needs of the children in
the classroom — especially dangerous if a
medical emergency arose. In addition,
the hearing aids she wore placed her in
constant pain, and the stress of simply
trying to communicate left her over-
whelmed and exhausted.
Faced again with the limitations
imposed by her disability, and unable to
continue in a life of seemingly perpetual
disappointment, she resolved to learn
more about the cochlear implant proce-
dure. She attended the Self Help for
Hearing Impaired People convention in
Palo Alto, Calif., where she encountered
past implant recipients.
“The thing that really impressed me was
that they were doing things that I wanted
to do and I could not do — and that’s what
made me seek out the implant,” Oosterhof
said. “As a matter of fact, I talked to one
of them thinking she was a hearing
person, and when I asked to be introduced
to somebody who had an implant that was
who 1 was introduced to.”
She discovered that she was an excellent
candidate for the procedure, which is
undertaken only after the potential recipi-
ent has undergone a variety of physical
and psychological tests. The search then
began for a suitable specialist — and
ended, ironically, with Dr. Richard
Miyamoto of Indianapolis, Ind.
"It turned out that Dr. Miyamoto was a
student of Mrs. Morrette Rider (spouse of
Dr. Morrette Rider, former professor of
music and academic dean from
1947-75),” she said. “I studied from
Mrs. Rider all of my childhood, and
apparently Dr. Miyamoto and I were even
possibly in the same room when we were
kids because we were both studying from
the same teacher.”
Miyamoto’s wife, furthermore, was a
Hope alumna: Cynthia vander Burgh ’66
Miyamoto.
“I felt like I was at home because of
those contacts, and I figured if Dr.
Miyamoto could please Mrs. Rider, he
definitely could do my implant adequate-
ly,” she said.
The operation went well, and although
the results were at first
alarming — ’’squawking parrots that didn't
make any sense whatsoever” — her brain
eventually learned to interpret the
implant’s electrical impulses.
Grateful for the gift of sound, Oosterhof
is committed to helping others. She has
immersed herself in her work as a teacher
of severely multiply impaired children at
Wesley School in the Muskegon
Intermediate School District, helping not
only her students but their parents as well.
A licensed foster care provider, she
occasionally serves as an "aunt" for
special needs children when their parents
need a respite. Current foster son
Bradley, a Down’s Syndrome child, has
been living with her since March.
Oosterhof also helps others learn about
the cochlear implant procedure. She now
attends the Self Help conventions to
assist those with the same needs that
guided her to Palo Alto, and she writes
and speaks about the difference the
implant made for her.
“My life is nothing like it was when I
was back in college,” she said. “The focus
is completely different, and the hearing had
a lot to do with it — and the implant has
really broadened it considerably.”
Despite the changes, Oosterhof retains
an interest in music. Nearly two years
ago she returned to campus to borrow a
violin from Robert Ritsema '57, professor
of music, and test her ability with the
instrument. She could hear the different
notes, but she didn't have an accurate
sense of tone — although her ability to
hear music has since improved, and she is
considering trying again.
She also plays the piano, listens to tapes
regularly and attends musical events at
Hope. In a way she even gives of herself
through the college’s events — the violin
she donated when she lost her hearing is
still used by members of the orchestra.
She stresses, though, that her perspec-
tive on music has changed completely
since her graduation in 1971. "I'm not
the musician I was back then.” she said.
"My life is these kids and their parents
and the work I do now."
"People talk about doors being shut." she
said. “I think there was a reason that the
door was shut on my music — I don’t think
that was where I was supposed to be.”
"I feel that it was a kind of a leading
from God to direct me to where I should
have gone in the First place," she said.
"And 1 was just a very slow learner." ***
“I think there was a reason that the door was
shut on my music. . . I feel that it was a kind of
a leading from God to direct me to where I
should have gone in the first place ”
—Ruth Oosterhof '71
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Family ties
ligi Vf^,
by Greg Olgers ’87
y^lthough freshman Debbie Dykstra
was free to attend the college of
her choice, with more than 70 alumni rela-
tives she had a lot of family history pulling
her toward Hope College.
Rounding out her family tree is a bewil-
dering assortment of grandparents and
great-grandparents, uncles and aunts,
great-uncles and great-aunts, and first,
second, third, fourth and fifth cousins. In
addition, both of her parents are alumni and
her brother Dirk is currently a senior.
Living in nearby Kentwood and having
many Hope relatives in the Holland area,
Debbie had countless opportunities to visit
and hear about Hope College. And with a
family line that includes great-uncles like
D. Ivan Dykstra ’35, perhaps her ultimate
college choice was inevitable.
Debbie’s mother, Jane Van Tatenhove ’63
Dykstra, remembers well from her own
childhood the powerful effect her family
ties had on her college choice.
“When I was growing up my cousins
came from New York and were at Hope
and were at my home a great deal.” she
said. “And my aunts and my uncles had
gone to Hope. I guess it did have an influ-
ence, with people constantly at my house
who were going to Hope."
Jane’s experiences can be echoed by
many generational alumni and students. “I
think it was very influential,” said Dr.
Donald Luidens ’69 of his family’s Hope
heritage. “Three of my four grandparents
graduated from here, my uncle and aunt
graduated from here, my parents both grad-
uated from here — and my brother and sister
both came after me, along with my two
cousins.”
“My folks were missionaries — we lived
overseas, and Holland was always kind of
what represented America for us,” said Dr.
Luidens, an associate professor of sociolo-
gy and chairperson of the sociology
department at Hope. “So Hope College
was representative of American colleges for
us — even though we came to know other
colleges and universities, this was still
something of home base for us.”
Gary Camp ’78, director of admissions at
Hope, sees how important the family con-
nections are to prospective students, and as
a Hope generation student himself he lived
the experience. “Every Christmas holiday
was sitting around and telling Hope College
stories,” he said. “Growing up in that kind
of environment you just develop these good
feelings about Hope College, so when you
start thinking about college maybe you’ve
never visited Hope, but you already feel
like you know the place.”
It is probably that sense of knowing,
beyond (or at least in addition to) a sense of
family tradition, that is central to Hope’s
powerful inter-generational draw.
Relatives who have attended Hope are in
the unique position of understanding inti-
mately both the character of the institution
and the needs of their progeny.
“A family member that went to Hope,
who knows what the Hope experience is all
about, also knows their child or grandchild
well, and they’re able to say ‘Hey, based on
what I know about Hope and what I know
about you. you really ought to check this
place out,'” Camp said.
A study Camp conducted concerning
, pm
admissions for
the fall of 1989
revealed that
about 30 percent of the freshman
class was initially made known to
the college because someone else
submitted the students’ names — often a
parent, grandparent, aunt or uncle, some-
times a pastor or a family friend. The
survey figure does not include applicants
who added themselves to the mailing list as
a result of family influence, but does
suggest that family members and friends
are fairly adept at matching students with
the college.
And Debbie Dykstra believes it was the
nature of Hope, rather than her family con-
nections, that was the most important in her
choice to enroll. In fact, she admits that her
extensive Hope heritage sometimes gave
her pause — that there were times she was
resolved not to attend the “family” alma
mater.
However, the more she thought about
what Hope had to offer, and the more she
thought about what she desired in a college
education, the more she realized her family
had the right idea.
“I knew the place, it is small and it has the
English department that I wanted,” she said.
“So I conceded defeat, so to speak.”
Her big brother Dirk also initially had
reservations about attending the Hope
College of family legend. “Because I had
heard so much about it originally, 1 didn’t
want to come here at first,” he said. “It
participate in the
college’s impact on





someday become the next links^ in the Luidens Hope family chain,
he has an additional interest in
understanding what exactly that
impact is.
One of the pieces of instruction for me is
seemed like everyone
went there, and I wanted to
try to break out of the mould a little bit.”
“But then I visited other schools, and
visited here as a prospective student, and
found out ‘Yes, I really did like the
school,”' he said.
In his time at Hope, Dirk, who is earning
majors in computer science and business
administration, has found that all the posi-
tive stories he heard about the college while
growing up were true.
“It’s a nice, friendly campus — the people
are really friendly — and I like the low
faculty/student ratio,” he said. “You actual-
ly have professors you can talk to and be
with, compared to the bigger state schools
where you don’t.”
The college’s size and friendly atmo-
sphere also appealed to second-generation
students Kasandra and Kendra Blank, twin
daughters of Graydon Blank ’68. “Most of
my class sizes are pretty good,” Kasandra
said. “You can ask questions and you don’t
have to shout them.”
As a member of the Hope faculty, Dr.
Luidens is in a position to both witness and
to talk to parents who are on the faculty
who have children who go here, and uni-
formly they say they’re pleased that all the
rhetoric that they and others give out about
Hope College and its caring attitude toward
students is in fact true,” he said. “They find
that Hope really does respond to the needs
of their children.”
That the college is what it purports to be
would please Camp and the other members
of the admissions staff. "We want the
experience that students have at Hope to be
consistent with the impressions that they
form prior to getting here,” Camp said.
And tha< the college is what it purports to
be is a fa' t of which this year’s 66 genera-
tion studtnts and their families already
seem to be aware.
“If Hope didn’t do a good job, why would
people keep going?," asked Jane Van
Tatenhove ’63 Dykstra. "If Hope didn t
have a reputation as being a good school,
then I don’t think all those people would
continue to go to the school.”
“I really think that hearing how good
something is, and how pleased people are
with it, makes you think ‘Well, I‘d like to
repeat this experience,”’ she said. __ .
















Debbie Dykstra (Kentwood, Mich.)
Mother - Jane Van Tatenhove ’63 Dykstra
Father - Robert H. Dykstra ’62
Grandmother - Bernice Moliema ’32 Dykstra
Grandfather - Adelphos A. Dykstra '35
Great-Grandfather - Broer D. Dykstra 1 896
Great-Grandfather - Henry Moliema '07
Joshua Watkin (Oriskany Falls, N.Y.)
Mother - Mary Flikkema '65 Watkin
Grandfather - John D. Flikkema '31
Great-Grandfather - Gerrit Flikkema 1895
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Christopher Bast (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother- Joyce Nelson ’67 Bast
Father - Thomas Bast '68
Grandfather - Henry Bast '30
Alan Dalman (Glendale, Mo.)
Mother - Carol Cronk ’64 Dalman
Father - Paul H. Dalman ’62
Grandmother - Evelyn Bolhuis ’34 Dalman
Grandfather - Howard B. Dalman ’32
Derek Dykstra (Macomb, III.)
Grandfather - D. Ivan Dykstra ’35
Great-Grandfather - B. D. Dykstra '96
Kristy Hartman (Aurora, Colo.)
Mother - Roberta Luyendyk ’68 Hartman
Father - Paul Hartman ’68
Grandmother - Dorothy Parker ’37 Luyendyk
Lisa Honholt (Ada, Mich.)
Mother - Karen Candelora '68 Honholt
Father - Douglas Honholt ’69
Grandfather - Kenneth Honholt '40
Judy Kleis (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Mother - Glennyce Kleis '56 Moennan
Grandfather - Clarence Kleis ’19
Grandmother - Theresa Smallegan ’30
Russcher
Grandfather - George Russcher ’29
Michael Nagelvoort (Wyckoff, N.J.)
Mother - Mary Van Ham ’64 Nagelvoort
Father -Terry L. Nagelvoort ‘64
Grandfather - John Van Ham '35
Debby Peterson (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Barbara Klaasen '68 Peterson
Father - Morris Peterson ’67
Grandfather - Clarence Klaasen '29
David Rink (Holland, Mich.)
Mother -Joyce Vanderborgh '55 Rink
Father - Willard Rink ’55
Grandmother - Dorothy Schermer '23
(Prep) Rink
Dave Sligh (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Chris Ruch ’74 Sligh
Grandfather - Richard H. Ruch '52
Grandmother - Marilyn Barkel ’52 Sligh
Leslie Sterling (Berea, Ohio)
Mother - Cathy Ratering ’67 Sterling
Grandfather - Edwin Ratering ’47
Jill Wyma (Holland, Mich.)
Father - David M. Wyma '62
Grandmother - Josephine DeHaan ’31 Wyma
Grandfather - John H. Wyma ’32
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Chad Ackermann (Parchment, Mich.)
Mother - Mary VanderBilt ’65 Ackermann
Leslie Bechtel (Newburgh, N.Y.)
Mother - Harriet E. Van Heest ’60 Bechtel
Father - Owen T. Bechtel ’57
Kasandra Blank (Alanson, Mich.)
Father - Graydon Blank ’68
Kendra Blank (Alanson, Mich.)
Father - Graydon Blank ’68
Nicole Bonnette (Muskegon, Mich.)
Father - Robert Bonnette ’62
Cynthia Bumford (Brunswick, Ohio)
Mother - E. Bonnie Bossier ’68 Bumford
Todd Busman (Richland, Mich.)
Father - Richard Busman ’65
Edward Cole (Jenison, Mich.)
Father - Sheldon Cole ’63
Tom Cotts (Hamilton, Mich.)
Father - Wayne G. Cotts ’67
Melissa Damstra (Kettering, Ohio)
Grandmother - Theresa Mooi ’28 Damstra
Grandfather - Eugene Damstra ’28
Rebecca DeBoer (Holland, Mich.)
Mother - Karen Dryfout ’66 DeBoer
Father - Neil F. DeBoer '66
Jeffery DeKuiper (Grand Haven, Mich.)
Father - Thomas J. DeKuiper '66
Derek Draft (Muncie, hid.)
Mother - Barbara Bang '67 Draft
Father - Thomas Draft ’67
Thomas Engelsman (Northville, Mich.)
Father - Robert P. Engelsman ’66
Nicole Etheridge (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Chris Vandemiyde ’69 Etheridge
Father - Robert Etheridge ’67
Julie Franklyn (Holland, Mich.)
Father - Ronald Franklyn ’72
Scott Gilmore (LaCrosse, Wis.)
Father - Gary D. Gilmore '66
Chad Haverdink (Hamilton, Mich.)
Mother - Ruth Haverdink '91
Father - Cliff Haverdink '72
Lara Hilbelink (Lebanon, Ohio)
Mother - Loma Coons '67 Hilbelink
Father - Ronald Hilbelink '65
Amy Hoekstra (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Father - Tom F. Hoekstra '63
Jeff Hollenbach (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Jane Kallemyn '68 Hollenbach
Father - John F. Hollenbach ’68
Kristine Jackson (Ballwin, Mo.)
Father - Ralph Jackson ’64
Denise Knoll (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Father - Donald K. Knoll ’57
Nikole Koelbel (Missoula, Mont.)
Mother - Lenora VandenBerg ’64 Koelbel
Father- John Koelbel '64
Erin Foster (Waynesboro, Va.)
Mother - Louise Hoedema ’68 Koster
Father - Richard Koster '66
Kristy Kronemeyer (Orlando, Fla.)
Mother - Ellen Frink ’62 Kronemeyer
Father - Kelvin Kronemeyer ’63
Jason Krueger (Marshfield, Wis.)
Mother -Trudl Stahl ’66 Krueger
Father - Gerald Krueger ’65
Sarah Lovell (Grandville, Mich.)
Mother - Martha Proos ’62 Lovell
William Miller (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Donna Rynbrandt ’64 Miller
Father - Roger Miller ’62
Rachel Miner (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Mary Ellen Bridger ’65 Miner
Father - Timothy I. Miner ’65
Abbie-Jo Ming (Holland, Mich.)
Father - Brace J. Ming ’68
Jeff Naumann (Wyckoff, N.J.)
Mother - Susan Rose ’66 Naumann
Steve Pietenpol (Midland, Mich.)
Father - Glenn Pietenpol ’64
Susan Ramsey (Holland, Mich.)
Father - Charles H. Ramsey '12
Michael Reck (Kalamazoo, Mich.)
Grandfather - Norwood K. Reck ’49
Allyson Redeker (Holland, Mich.)
Mother -Elsie Vandezande ’57 Redeker
Father - Jerrald Redeker ’56
Tim Reeves (Holland, Mich.)
Father - David Reeves ’65
Laura Roelofs (Kentwood, Mich.)
Mother - Marilyn Campbell ’59 Roelofs
Father - Roger Roelofs ’57
Suzanne Ronda (Tulsa, Okla.)
Father - James P. Ronda ’65
Nathan Shaw (West Branch, Mich.)
Mother - Carol D. Vanden Heuvel ’68 Shaw
Jonathan Slagh (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Grandfather - Milton Slagh '34
Elizabeth Staple (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
Mother - Louise Garter '64 Staple
Father - James Staple ’65
Craig Terpstra (Jenison, Mich.)
Father - Robert K. Terpstra ’66
Marci Van Dyke (Jenison, Mich.)
Mother - Janice Dykman ’63 Van Dyke
Sonja VanLangevelde (Zeeland, Mich.)
Father - Thomas VanLangevelde '64
Kim Van Noord (Grandville, Mich.)
Father -Glenn Van Noord ’70
Erik Vogas (Muskegon, Mich.)
Mother - Pamela Eaton ’67 Vogas
Father - Michael Vogas ’67
Jami Walters (Warwick, N.Y.)
Mother - Arlene Arends '64 Walters
Father - George Walters ’63
Shawn Witherspoon (St. Louis, Mo.)
Father - James K. Pohl ’67
Jonathan Zoutendam (Battle Creek, Mich.)
Grandmother - Virginia Ver State ’40
Zoutendam
Grandfather - John Zoutendam ’39
alumni alert
by Janet Mielke '84 Pinkham
| |ther than Graduation/Alumni
V-/ Week-end in May. the start of the
fall semester is probably the most spirited
time of the year. So far this fall, we’ve
watched new students settle into life away
from home, seen returning students catch-up
on summer's events, enjoyed this year's
Community Day picnic on Windmill island,
cheered the Dutchmen on to victory at the
first home game of the season, watched the
sophomores defeat the freshmen in the Pull,
and celebrated Homecoming with the return
of alumni and friends to campus.
This year’s Homecoming celebration
boasted plenty of Hope spirit, although the
weekend celebrated the new, tradition was
still the focus. The Cosmo-politan fraternity
marked their 100-year anniversary, while
the Classes of ‘85 and ‘80 celebrated their
5- and 10-Year reunions respectively.
Saturday’s H-Club luncheon marked the
presentation of the group’s first “Hope for
Humanity” award, recognizing a Hope
athlete who has demonstrated life-long
commitment and service to others in his/her
career. Herm Laug ’29 received the inaugu-
ral award. In addition, the H-Club honored
Norman “Bunko" Japinga for his years of
dedicated service as Hope College sports
equipment manager, bus driver and friend.
The entire weekend was one big "family”
reunion. Not only did old friends meet
again, but students were able to observe
these reunions first-hand. They saw the
deepness of the Hope bond cut across the
years as alumni laughed and reminisced.
However, while October is known for
Homecoming, it also marks National
Volunteer Week. As you may already be
aware, volunteers play an integral role in the
Alumni Relations program here at Hope,
from planning class reunions to assisting
with regional alumni events. Not only do I
owe a great deal of gratitude and credit to
the Alumni Association Board of Directors,
but to my many volunteers nationwide.
During 1989-90, these individuals made it
possible for the alumni office to host more
than 37 events involving more than 5,000
people in the life of the college. That
number reflects their hard work and dedica-
tion. They have made it possible for Hope
College to enjoy an alumni regional event
participation rate nearly 10 percent higher
than the nation’s average for institutions of
higher education. My sincere thanks go out
to each of you for your contributions.
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Officers
Jeffrey Cordes ’80. President, Mesquite, Texas
John Abe 79. Vice Presideni. Naperville. 111.
Mary Damstra ’68 Schroeder. Secretary, Grosse
Pointe. Mich.
Board Members
William Aardema 79. Parchment, Mich.
Cal Bruins ’61, Phoenix. Ariz.
Stanley C. Busman 73. Minneapolis, Minn.
Garret E. DeGraff 71. Averill Park. N.Y.
Sue Bruggink 73 Edema. Grand Rapids. Mich
Marianne Hageman ’58. De Pere, Wis.
James Hanson It '80, Bcmardsville, N.J.
Betty Whitaker '62 Jackson. West Melbourne, Ha.
Janet Lawrence '80. Albany. N.Y.
Thelma Lcenhouts '66, Washington. D.C.
Steve Norden 74. Dublin. Ohio
Jennifer Payette '92, Hint, Mich.
Heidi Sunderhaft ‘90, Columbus. Ohio
Anne Walvoord 73 VanderByl, Williamson. N.Y.
David Veldink '91 . Jenison. Mich.
A. Jeffery Winne 73. McMurray, Pa.
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Cosmopolitan 100th Anniversary Reunion
Rnw 7- Craig Schumann '80 Al Watson '79 Rob Pocock '77, Joel Stager '72, Mike Boevens, Paul Anker '79, Dave Feder 80, Jim Walters 88 Jeff Smiley BffdsiU 90 Arden
y^DBzyMKiffs;LRzn^
Dvkema '87 Brvan "Brick" Necker '82, "Fanstrap" '83, Dave Menninges '86, David Van Hoven '80, Ross Sappenfield 89, Joel Fish Tams 89, Chris Reiser 90, R°w7- 7Jent
Walker '88 'jeff Kalusniak '88, Craig McDowell, Mark Van Mater '80, Scott "Harley" Harlow '79, Karl Bierbaum '81, Art Burns '78. Jon Smeenge 79, Dave S3 ave
Rona ’89 • Row 8' Snack Schanhals Dan Foster '87, Steve Van Kuiken ’85, Dave Ten Hoor '83, Bob Namar '78, Dave Baker 77, Terry Hofmeyer 67 , Zero' Kruyf 56, DaleSchoon
Trow 9 Mike King DJ CoveU 86 Ken Fisher '85, Tom "Biggs" Bigelow '80, Brian Schulz, Jim Bolthouse '61 . Bill Zomer '58, Cal Brums '61 . Toad Gewn 64; Row 10:
MikeRElzerman '69, Paul "Hibs" Hilbelink '71, Bryan "Action" Hauger '90, William Ellingboe '85. Dan Harkin' 90, Mitch Fields; Row 11: Bill Phihpson 77, Mike Rangelberg,




probably pen the same
words about Home-
coming each October
with little fear that
they would become
somehow less true
with the passage of






It is that very same-
ness of sentiment, however, which keeps Homecoming
from becoming stale or repetitive. As the
Cosmopolitan actives and alumni celebrated 100 years
of brotherhood, as members of the classes of 1980 and
1985 met anew, and as a loyal home crowd watched
the Homecoming game (the beginning ol which was
heralded by the descent of a Dutch-costumed
parachutist from the heavens), the joy of seeing class-
mates, other friends and the college was as real, and
just as intense, as it was for those who returned in pre-
vious years. And will be again for those who return
next year.
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Class of 1980 Reunion
Row 1: David Chan, Jeff Welch, Paul Holdeman, Mike Van Lente, James Hanson, John Byl, John Van Arendonk, JeffCordes; Row 2: Sarah Herington, Mary Vanden Berg Herington,
Hannah Herington, Janis Lundeen De Vree, Ann Hilbelink Camp, Elissa Van Gent Webster, Cathy Steiner, Doris Kellom, Lynn Comstock Walchenbach, Julie Smith Davidson, Sally Boers
Cote, Judy Schaffer Muxlow, Marlene Liu Hamann, Laura Hoffman, Shelley Hamden Saylor, Brenda Dieterman MacKinnon, Sandy Blodgett Bader; Row 3: John Beuker, Tom Hasten, Ann
Helffius Van Eerden, Anne Powe, Kim Osterman Knight, Sue Sharp Anker, Edna Cuellar McDaniel, Sally Berger Reschke, Barb Arneson Osburn, Jamie McElheny, Vicki Millard McElheny,
Geneva Malone Evans, Karen Hoogerwerf Cornelius, Carol Mohrlock, Lynne Schack Sanchez, Lori Wolf Van Arendonk, Mark Van Mater, Bill Anderson, Debbie Grimm Anderson; Row 4:
Nancy Roberts Bryer, Randy Coffill, Bob Bos, Tammy Bos, Ruth Van Slooten Howard, Ann Moored DeYoung, Connie Rietberg, Ross Nykamp, Sheiyl Busman Vander Wagen, Melanie
Miskotten, Diane Barr Brace, Judy Cook Vander Zwaag, Lynn Davis Jeffery, Julie Drozd Gennaro, Amy Rathbun Ebbens, Jennifer Nielsen Mulvaney, Doug Mulvaney, Steve Smallegan;
Row 5: David Hammar, Clark Gram, Andrew Birner, Brian Withano, Ken Bekkering, Douglas Congdon, George Baumgartner, Ronni Nivala, Jeanne Moore Agnew, Jenni Ligget, Deb Hall
Tolsma, Marianne Rice Flaunt, Kathy Shiflett Burmeister, Nancy Nearpass Lynch, Kelly Bowman Zweifel, Bill Terkeurst, Jack Petiet, Sarah Monahan Gerula, Martin Burg; Row 6: Hugh
Bartels, Jim Van Heest, Jim Hawken, Jay Peters, Lori Anderson Terkeurst; Row 7: Paul Toren, Tom Keizer, Lynne "Max” Maxwell, Lisle Westfall Pepe, Craig Schumann, Janet Lawrence,
Earl Slotman, Barbara Pell Slotman, Gail Olbrich Masteller, Sue Brouwer, Nancy Sells Puffer, Paul Knoll, Cindy VanArk Kessel, James Kessel, Craig Groendyk
Class of 1985 Reunion
Row 1: JoAnn Seigner, Laura Hempstead-O' Connell, Emily Wang, Tracey Taylor-Spoelman, Karen Becker '86 Bos, James Bos, Brian Gardner, Mark Rebhan; Row 2: Ana Agurcia,
Susanne Clark, Cindy Hoffman, Janice Post, Darcie Dunzweiler, Kelli Campbell, Kristin Stein Rebhan, Sue Prentice Johns; Row 3: Christine Brouwer, Tamra Japenga, Karen
Smith-Hosner , Shirley Gagnon Allen, Jan Kenney Deal, James Campbell, Wendy Faber Rebhan, Lynette Carter Cole; Row 4: Jana De Graaf Cathey. Mary De Jonge-Benishek, Marty
Wecner LaBarge, John LaBarge, Natalie Thompson, Steve Pelham, Kevin Rebhan, Jeb "AlbUquerky" Jamison, Sheila Sheba-Teed, Mike "Micky" McVickar; Row 5: Melinda Campbell,
John Twining. Tim Kelley, Patricia Visser, Holly Nichols, Mamie Marsters, Mary VanAllsburg Vande Wege, Randy Smith, Tim Dykema; Row 6: Stephen Bosch, John Hensler, Michelle
Northuis Bryson, Joan FekkenSalisbury, Leigh Ann Schott Den Hartog, Kathleen Kistler Arnold, Moyra Miller, Krista Buikema Ritsema, Blaine Brumels: Row 7: Kathy Hogenboom
Olgers, Linda Aldrich. Jane Northuis Wright, Linda Paul, E. Jean Wend, Wendy Vander Hart, Carlotta Ellison, Mark Christensen, Susan Herman Toering, Doug Hall: Row 8: Ann
Farley, Laurie Brown Stears, Kim Maxted; Row 9: Greg Olgers '87, Jeff Harlow, Jim Byington, Mike Winter, Kim Walker '88 Winter, LeAnne Moss, Michelle Hegedus Reilly, Brett King.
Lynnette Zahrn-king 86; Row 10: Tod Gugino, Joe Calvano, Martha Navarro, Debbie Gezon, Lauri Lemmen Van Eyl, Gregg Stickels, Jeffrey McKeeby, Shawn Wietstock; Row 11:
Steven Staler, David Kraay, Matt Slottke, Renee Slottke, Jan Conrell-deJong, Mark Snyder, Kirk Henderschott-Kraetzer '87. Lisa Henderschott-Kraetzer. Jim Broucek
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ALUMNI NEWS
class notes
News and information for class notes, marriages, births,
advanced degrees and deaths are compiled for news from
Hope College by Greg Olgers. The deadline for the next
issue is November 5.
20s
Ralph Meima -24 of Fredericksburg. Va. in July celebrated
his 91st birthday, and in August celebrated his 65th wedding
anniversary.
Ben Riemersma '25 was honored at a 90th birthday party
attended by 200 friends and relatives at the Sinbad
Restaurant in St. Joseph, Mich, on Saturday, Oct. 27. His
birthday was Sunday, Oct. 28.
Frank Moser '28 of Holland, Mich., a consultant with
Donnelly Corporation, was a visiting scientist in Russia with
an American Institute of Chemists group in June. The group
visited schools and technical institutes in Moscow. Kiev and
Leningrad.
30s
Don VandeBunte '31 was interviewed in the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) Press as a participant in the Holland (Mich.)
American Legion Band.
Gerald Bonnette '35 of Ann Arbor; Mich, received the
Woodman Award for "the many years of loyal and valued
service to the U of M Club of Ann Arbor." The award was
presented by Gary Moeller, the University of Michigan’s
new head football coach, at the club’s final 1989-90
meeting.
Elmer Hartgerink '39. chairman of Wyckoff Chemical
Company of South Haven. Mich., received for his firm the
"Business of the Year” award from the Southwest Michigan
Community Growth Alliance. The recognition was present-
ed as part of small business recognition activities conducted
throughout the nation in May. Son Ronald '64 is president
of the firm.
40s
Jay Kapenga '41 was named by New Brunswick Seminary
as the recipient of its A.J. Muste Award, which is given
annually tp an outstanding alumnus. Jay. now retired, served
with his wife Midge as a missionary in the Middle East for
39 years.
Betty Mulder '4S Burton is pastor of the First
Congregational Church of Central Lake. Mich. "After being
semi-retired from the nlinistry for a short time, this has been
a real renewal for me!," she writes.
50s
Eleanor Robinson ’51 Zoellner of Scottsdale, Ariz. was
awarded the Distinguished Service Medal, by order of the
governor, for outstanding contributions in the field of patrio-
tism. The award is the highest honor that can be given to a
resident of Arizona.
Arend D. Lubbers '53, second president of Grand Valley
State University, was named in the Sept., 1990 Grand Rapids
Magazine as one of 90 persons who, throughout the entire
history of Grand Rapids, Mich., have made a difference to
the city. Others included the Rev. Albertus C. Van Raalte
and former U.S. President Gerald R. Ford.
Guy Vander Jagt ’53 is running for re-election as the
United States Representative from Michigan's Ninth
Congressional District.
Norman Gysbers '54 has been invited to be a presenter and
a participant at the seventh Invitational International
Conference on Vocational Guidance at Ashiya University in
Japan from Nov. 2-4, and he and his wife, Mary Lou
Ziegler ’54 Gysbers. will also spend a few days in Hong
Kong. He is a professor at the University of Missouri in
Columbus, Mo..
Thomas Ten Hoeve ’56, president of Oakton Community
College in the Des Plaines, III., area was part of the training
team' that helped current Miss America Marjorie Judith
Vincent of Illinois prepare for the pageant. He taught tech-
niques for responding to the pageant’s week-long
interviewing process, which accounted for about 30 percent
ofeach contestant's score. Last year he helped Lynn
Zimmerman prepare for the interviews. She was the third
runner-up.
David Cassie ’58 and wife Dhyan in September moved to
Tegucigalpa, Honduras as Presbyterian missionaries. David
will be doing theological education by extension with pastors
and laity in rural parts of the country. He and his wife
recently completed nearly two years working in Mexico with
the National Presbyterian Church of Mexico on a border
project, "Projecto Amistad."
60s
John Kleinheksel '60 has joined the staff of the South
Jacksonville (Fla.) Presbyterian Church as associate pastor of
congregational care.
Jan Owen ’60 Polack was featured in the Lansing (Mich.)
Slate Journal for her work as a volunteer instructor for the
17-member Greater Lansing Wheelchair Tennis Foundation.
Robert Gordon ’63 has been named dean of the college and
provost at Siena Heights College.
John Mooshie '63. who owns an outdoor advertising busi-
ness. is a member of the adjunct faculty of Florida State
University in Tallahassee, bringing his practical experience
in marketing to students in the classroom.
Lewis Scudder '63 and wife Nancy have been appointed
world mission program associates, and have moved to
Turkey, where Lew is serving as pastor of the Union Church
of Istanbul, an English-speaking congregation.
Twice a doubles champion
Thelma Kooiker '39 Leenhouts
For Thelma Kooiker ’39 Leenhouts,
history repeated itself recently.
On Aug. 18, as captain she led her
Holland (Mich.) Tennis Club 3.0 tennis
team to the Michigan State
Championship in an USTA-Volvo spon-
sored event. It was the second tennis
championship in 5 1 years for Leenhouts,
who as a Hope senior in June of 1939
won for the Women’s Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(WMIAA) doubles championship.
Leenhouts’ 1939 victory was part of an
intercollegiate “Play Day” tennis tourna-
ment that featured women competitors
from Hope, Kalamazoo, Albion, Alma .
and Olivet. Hope dominated the event,
and Leenhouts and partner Lileeth
Brouwer ’42 Van Ark won the final
match.
In contributing to her team’s victory
this summer, she was also a doubles
player, and with her partner earned a
season match record of 14-2. The com-
petition is not a senior citizen event but
based instead on ability level, and
Leenhouts, 73, played with and against
players half her age.
For her achievement in August she
received a plaque, which she hopes will
prove longer-lasting than her 1939
memento. “We did receive individual
medals for our victory, but I promptly lost
mine,” she said. “I hope to hold onto my
State of Michigan Champion-ship plaque
a little bit longer. Fifty years between
championships is too long to wait again.”
Leenhouts is a retired teacher. She and
her husband, Jack Leenhouts ’38, have
four children, three of whom went to
Hope: Tommye Leenhouts ’66, John
Leenhouts ’69 and Jim Leenhouts ’73.
David Hollenbach '64 is a member of Ihe senior research
slaff wilh NASA in Palo Alto, Calif. He recently completed
extended consulting and lecturing projects with the
University of Paris and the Astronomy Institute in Florence.
Italy.
Vivian VanBlarcom '64 was recognized in June by the
Summit (N.J.) School System for her 25 years as a teacher.
She has taught for more than 26 years.
Ruth Rikkers '65 Galbraith of Dallas. Texas has spent the
last 10 years working in the mental health field, and is cur-
rently working in the psychological services division of the
Dallas Public Schools.
Candace Barber ’65 Speet is lead counselor at Langham
Creek High School of the Cy-Fair school district in Houston,
Texas, and is responsible for five counselors involved in
guidance and counseling programs.
Joan Dejager '66 Flikkema of Grand Rapids, Mich, recent-
ly completed her 24th year of leaching, and currently serves
as the language arts department chair in Forest Hills Central
Middle School and as co-chair of the district's teacher evalu-
ation committee. She is also currently executive secretary,
and was formerly president, of The Committee for Women in
the Christian Reformed Church (CW-CRC), an organization
that aims at eliminating gender discrimination in the CRC.
Bob Pangle ’66, assistant prosecutor in Kalamazoo (Mich.)
County, recently celebrated 20 years with the prosecutor’s
office. The chief prosecutor helped him celebrate on his
anniversary day by donning a chauffeur's uniform and
driving him to work in a limousine.
Richard Wepfer ’66 is manager-data architecture with GTE
Telephone Operations in Irving, Texas.
John Mulder ’67. president of Louisville Seminary,
received an honorary doctorate at the graduation ceremonies
of Bcllarmine College in Louisville, Ky.
Graydon Blank '68 has been appointed superintendent of
the Gogcbic-Ontonagon (Mich.) Intermediate School
District.
Karl Borsai ’68 is manager of sales training, Europe for
General Motors.
Marilyn Koman ’68 Grace is director of language arts cur-
riculum and teaching fifth grade in the Lower Kuskokwim
School District in Bethel. Alaska. She has been in Alaska for
14 years.
Harold Lay ’68 is pastor of the First Reformed Church of
Saddle Brook (N.J.).
Lee Berens '69 has been appointed chief of residence in the
department of anesthesiology with the Illinois Masonic
Medical Center.
Donald Luidens ’69, associate professor of sociology and
chairperson of the department at Hope, was featured in news-
papers throughout the nation in an Associated Press story
discussing his research with other scholars into mainline
protestantism (specifically the Reformed Church in
America).
Barbara Mackey ’69 is director of community programs
with Wittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio.
Ruth Welscott '69 was featured in the Grand Haven (Mich.)
Tribune as a member of the first graduating class of Spring
Lake (Mich.) High School, and was profiled because of her
work as a counselor and with four foster children.
70s
Christine Hansen '70 Sackett of Toledo, Ohio was ordained
into the ministry of Word and Sacrament in the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America on Sunday. Aug. 26.
Thomas Welscott '70 is pastor of Ebenezer Reformed
Church in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Glenn Lowe ’71 of Holland, Mich, has joined the Hope
College staff as a regional advancement director.
Catherine Gallouet '71 Schutter has been promoted to
associate professor and received tenure at Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in Geneva. N.Y. She is a faculty
member in the department of modem languages.
Drake Van Beek '71 has been named assistant general
counsel of Cose Corporation. Racine. Wis.. and has returned
to his home in Libcrtyville, 111. after serving as Case's
European legal director in Walton-on-Thames, England for
three-and-one-half years.
Phil Drake '72 is a certified U.S. Soccer referee.
Louis Lotz '72 of Sioux City, Iowa won the Evangelical
Press Association's "Best Humorous Article of 1989" award
for his short story, "My Own Little World." which appeared
in the August, 1989. edition of The Church Herald. The
Evangelical Press Association is an organization representing
more than 300 religious magazines.
David Dustin '73 and Kathleen Halverson '73 Dustin
have moved to Ankara. Turkey where David is the contract
manager for Vinnell-Brown & Root, which maintains U.S.
military installations in Turkey. A ceramic-wall sculpture
by Kathleen received an American Crafts Award in 1989
and was featured in the book Contemporary Crafts for the
Home (1990). A critical article David wrote in 1989 for
Contract Management magazine on defense procurement
procedures was recently reprinted in the journal Security
Management.
Thomas Getty Jr. ’73 was recently promoted to marketing
supervisor of Lawrence Education and Government
Corporation in Latham, N.Y.
Christine Lohman '73 Jackson is vice president for busi-
ness and finance at Oklahoma State University.
Joyce Maurus-Sullivan '73 of Augusta, N.J. operates
Lafayene Clayworks, an art gallery and pottery studio that
opened on Aug. 19.
Philip Russel! ’73 is a lieutenant commander with the U.S.
Navy, serving aboard the U.S.S. Manitowac.
Christopher Sullivan ’73 of Augusta, N.J., principal of the
firm Sullivan & Co., Mountain Lakes, has been awarded the
SRPA (Senior Real Property Appraiser) professional desig-
nation by the Board of Governors of the International Society
of Real Estate Appraisers.
Charles Tharp '73 has been appointed vice-president, com-
pensation and human resource development, with
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company. He joined the firm in 1987
as director, compensation and benefits.
Carolyn Borgert '74 of Villa Hills. Ky. has been promoted
to the position of general manager of Kmart #3462 of
Newport, Ky., a suburb of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Diana Compeau ’74 Pierson is director of the Mitchell
Public Library in Hillsdale, Mich.
Bob Van Voorst ’74 is the author of Building Your New
Testament Greek Vocabulary, a textbook published by
Eerdmans for intermediate-level study of the Greek lan-
guage. Bob is in his second year of teaching at Lycoming
College in Williamsport, Pa.
David LaGrand ’75 has been promoted to vice president,
marketing and sales, for Nordyne Inc., a St. Louis, Mo. based
manufacturer of Miller and Intertherm Brand heating and air
conditioning products.
Rich Williams ’75 of Highland Park, N.J. is co-owner of the
Comer Confectionary ice cream parlor, which in September
celebrated its 10th anniversary.
Lee Bechtel ’77 is president of Bechtel and Associates,
Silver Spring, Md., a firm specializing in Congressional ob-
bying on federal health insurance reimbursement issues, and
on legislative and regulatory matters, and product approvals
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
Lynn Raffety '77 Kennedy and husband Kevin Kennedy
’80 have moved from Pasadena, Calif, to Maryland. Lynn
recently left her position as associate director of a learning
enrichment center in San Marino, Calif, to be at home with
their daughter Colleen and prepare for the birth of twins in
January.
Mary Hospers ’77 Rogers is teaching the Pre-K class at
Oakdale Academy, a small private school on Staten Island.
N.Y.
Kim Spalsbury '77. who coaches track at Fowler (Mich.)
High School, was elected the state's high school track coach of
the year by his peer group of coaches in classes A, B. C and D.
Brenda Heath ’77 VanderMeulen has been promoted to the
position of manager of staffing and EEO at Herman Miller
Inc. in Zeeland. Mich.
Cornells Van Kempen '77 of Franklin Lakes, N.J. is presi-
dent-elect of the Paramus Classis in northern New Jersey.
Conley Zomermaand '77 of Kingston. N.Y. is the pastor of
Ihe Reformed Church of Beacon. N.Y. and is presently
engaged in dissertation research.
James Davidson '79 of Holland. Mich, has been promoted
to research associate at Parke-Davis. His new responsibili-
ties include the development of commercial processes for
new chemical compounds.
Andres Fierro '79. pastor of Crossroads Chapel in Holland,
Mich., was recently honored at the Michigan Hispanic
Education Conference, where he received honorable mention
as Hispanic Advocate of the Year for several kinds of com-
munity service, including the chairmanship of the Hispanic
Bilingual Migrant Parent Advisory Committee.
Larry Mannino '79 is pastor of United Methodist Church in
Indian River, Mich.
Judson Vickers '79. a graduate of Brooklyn Law School and
admitted to the New York State Bar Association, is
employed in the federal district court for eastern New York.
80s
Chuck Aardema '80 is human resources manager for
Zellerbach, a Mead Company, in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bill Agnew '80 is managing director at Warwick (N.Y.)
Conference Center, affiliated with the R.C.A. Synods of New
York and Mid-Atlantics.
Bill Anderson '80 is station manager at WGGB-TV in
Springfield, Mass.
Mike Arzamendi Jr. '80 of North Bend, Wash, is corpo-
rate human resource development manager with P ACCAR
Inc. Hugh Bartels '80 of Zeeland. Mich, is information
systems manager with DRAWFORM, a fast-growing
metal stamping company. He is learning new computer
systems such as DEC and SUN, new business- applications
with ASK Software and is responsible for advancing their
computer-integrated manufacturing.
Diane Barr '80 Brace in 1989 was promoted to the
newly-created position of institutional iaison for the
Woodbum Center for Community Mental Health in
Annandale, Va. She is responsible for coordinating dis-
charge and aftercare plans for patients in state hospitals, acts
as a team leader, and continues to cany a small caseload of
clients she sees for outpatient treatment and case manage-
ment.
Steven Bratschie '80 has become a partner with the law firm
of Miller. Johnson. Snell & Cummiskey of Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Ruth Anne Hascup '80 Burgener teaches in an eighth
grade resource center at Long Valley (N.J.) Middle School
and serves as secretary of her teachers' association. Most
importantly. Ruth Anne enjoys being a mom to her baby
daughter, Katie.
David Chan ’80 is in the second of three years as a pediatric
cardiology fellow at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester. Minn.
Holly Chapman '80 of Flintridgc. Calif, is director of
administration and personnel with the Gene Autry Western
Heritage Museum.
Randall Coffill '80 is 1990-91 president of the Port Jervis
(N.Y.) Rotary Club.
Karen Hoogerwerf '80 Cornelius of Grand Rapids, Mich,
is involved in her master's level internship as atherapist at
the Bridge, a residential shelter for runaways, potential run-
aways or homeless adolescents. The placement is through
Grand Valley State University.
Ann Moored '80 DeYoung was recently promoted to the
position of gifted and talented coordinator and teacher for the
Grandville (Mich.) Public Schools.
Mark Ennis ’80 is the new pastor of the Third Reformed
Church of Albany. N.Y. For the past six years he has served
as pastor of the Community Church of Hoboken. N.J.
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Pamela Paler '80 Ennis is director of Ihe Albany Sile for
the Capital District Samaritan Counseling Center of
Schenectady. N.Y.
Bret Fisk ’80 is a process control engineer with Eli Lilly &
Co., and recently completed working on the process control
design for a S 1 85 million Indianapolis humilin insulin pro-
duction facility, and is currently working on the process
control design for a similar facility in Fcgershcim. France.
Barbara Mulder '80 Fonte is sales manager with Paris
Studios Inc. of Grand Haven. Mich.
Moira Poppen '80 Gargano is in Puerto Rico for a year
with two part-time positions: she is a teacher's aide for a
preschool located at the church at which her husband is
employed and she is an instructor of ESL for Language
Innovations, which services corporations.
Marilaine Campbell '80 Gillette recently began a sole pro-
prietcr tax practice in Fort Worth, Texas.
Craig Gould ’80 is a sales representative for Interiors
Partnership in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Timothy GrifTin ’80 is completing his final year of fellow-
ship in pediatric hematology/oncology and will be joining the
staff of Cook-Ft. Worth (Texas) Children's Medical Center
next year as a pediatric hematologist/oncologist.
David Hammar '80 recently joined Mead Paper Company's
publishing paper division in Escanaba, Mich, as their
manager of labor relations.
Susan Howell '80 of Fairfield, Conn, in May traveled to Israel
on a Jewish/Christian study tour, spending 10 days talking to
Israelis and Palestinians about the issues facing them.
Philip Johnson ’80 of Kalamazoo, Mich, in the spring of
1989 attended and completed the Standard Basic Survival
class at the Tom Brown School in New Jersey.
Thomas Hasten '80 of Plainwell, Mich, was appointed by
Governor James Blanchard to the Michigan Department of
Labor Board of Health and Safety Compliance and Appeals.
Doris Kellom '80 of Arlington, Mass, is a senior systems
analyst of The Boston Company, a bank specializing in per-
Kevin Kennedy ’80 and wife Lynn Raffety 'll Kennedy
have moved from Pasadena, Calif., to Maryland, where
Kevin will have a clinical psychology internship at the
National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda. For Kevin,
recently commissioned as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy, this
will be the last year of his doctoral program at Fuller
Graduate School of Psychology.
Peter Kuiken ’80 is a captain in the U.S. Marines, and is sta-
tioned in Saudi Arabia with Operation Desert Shield.
Brenda White '80 Lautz recently moved to the
Philadelphia. Penn, area, where she is an advisory system
engineer with IBM.
Janet Lawrence '80 was recently promoted to
marketing/product development manager in the Marketing
Department of United Community Insurance Company
(UCIC) of Albany, N.Y.
Beth Bischoff '80 Marrie is working for the Marblehead
YMCA in Massachusetts, teaching pre-school swim.classes
and water fitness. She and husband Bob have their own
snowplowing business.
Tracy VanMouwerik '80 Massimianohas been attending
Cal State University, San Bernardino and will have her
California State teaching credential in December. She is also
currently finishing her student teaching in the art department
at Clement Junior High in Redlands, Calif.
Lynne Maxwell ’80 of Holland, Mich, is a second grade teacher
with the South Haven (Mich.) Public Schools, district consultant
for the Exemplary Center for Reading Instruction (E.C.R.I.)
and president of the South Haven Education Assocation.
Carol Arnoldink ’80 McCarthy teaches early education
through the Association for Retarded Citizens in Fond du
Lac, Wis. in a classroom of one- and two-year-old develop-
mentally disabled children.
Robert Miller Jr. '80 is a staff recording engineer with the
Strectervillc Recording Studio in Chicago, III. Recent pro-
jects include ABCs Wonder Years with Daniel Stem, NBC's
Parenthood with Ron Howard, H.EL.P. with John Mahoney;
album projects for “Like This," “Clock Factory" and "Bob
Store Big Band;" the “Evetready Bunny" commercial cam-
paign; work for Budweiser, Miller, Oldstyle and NBC Sports;
and other national and local radio and television commercials.
Douglas Mulvaney ’80 of Elkhart, Ind. on Jan. I formed the
partnership of Stutsman and Mulvaney with David T.
Stutsman, with whom he has been associated since 1983,
The firm specializes in plaintiffs personal injury litigation.
Douglas is also campain manager for Bruce Carter, who is .
running as the Democratic candidate for the Indiana House
of Representatives for his district.
Kim Nagy '80 of Chicago. III. is piano instructor with the
preparatory division of Elmhurst College and maintains an
active performance schedule with her ensemble partner, per-
forming duet and two-piano literature.
Bruce Osbeck "80 is pastor of Dunningville Reformed
Church in Allegan. Mich.
Jack Petiet '80 in October, 1989. was transferred from the
Buick-Oldsmobile-Cadillac Group of General Motors in
Lansing, Mich, to the AC-Rochester Division in Coopers-
ville, Mich, as a manufacturing chemist/metallurgist.
Marianne Rice '80 Flaunt is a scientist at Difco
Laboratories Research and Development Center in Ann
Arbor, Mich., working on bacterial diagnostics.
Marilyn Pool '80 after spending a year with a mission in
West Africa is at the University of Illinois studying toward a
doctorate in second language acquisition.
Connie Rietberg '80 has taken anew teaching position with
the Kelloggsville Public School System in Grand Rapids,
Mich., and is teaching elementary physical education.
J. Eric Schaefer '80 in July was appointed to the Novi
(Mich.) Planning Commission.
Steve Smallegan ’80 recently accepted a call to be pastor of
the Westwood Reformed Church of Muskegon, Mich.
Timothy Sousley ’80 of Columbia, Tenn. does commercial
color photography, small group portraits and athletic teams,
on a free-lance basis.
David Stevens '80 of Potsdam, N.Y. is arts assistant professor
of civil engineering at Clarkson University, teaching and per-
forming research on advanced cementitious materials.
Rhonda Throndset '80 of Rosewell, Ga. is entering a
master's degree program in behavior disorders-special edu-
cation at Georgia State University.
Lori Wolf '80 Van Arendonk is the assistant office
manager at Bigfork.(Mont.) Medical Clinic,
Kevin Vander Kolk '80 of Danbury, Conn, led the installa-
tion team that computerized Rede Global, Brazil's leading
television network and the fourth largest television network
in the world.
Douglas VanDerMeulen ’80 is president of the Marshall
(Mich.) Rotary Club and president of the Southwestern
District Dental Society.
Judy Cook ’80 VanderZwaag of Holland, Mich, has
"retired" to stay home with her children but has recently
started working at Russ' restaurant two nights a Week.
Leigh Boelkins '80 Van Kempen of Franklin Lakes, N.J.
has started volunteering in the Northwest Bergen Hospice
Deborah Walker ’80 is working as a missionary doctor with
The Christian and Missionary Alliance in Gabon, Africa.
Jeffrey Welch '80 of Ann Arbor, Mich, assumed the posi-
tion of moderator of the Church of the Good Shepherd
(United Church of Christ) in June, 1 990. .
Marilyn Johnson '81 Aardema continues to work as a
research scientist for Procter & Gamble in Cincinnati, Ohio,
though she enjoyed taking the summer off with her two .
daughters, Lauren and Kelly.
Terri Turpin ’81 Amato, on-air promotion manager of
WDIV Channel 4 of Detroit, Mich., was named an “outstand-
ing woman in broadcasting" in this year's Detroit Chapter of
American Women in Radio and Television Awards
Competition.
Robert Bast ’81 has received a Fulbright grant to study early
modem European history in Tuebingen, Germany for the
1990-91 school year.
Sarah Norden ’81 Bast and their two children will accom-
pany him.
Jeannine Strainer ’81 Howell has moved with her new
husband, Tim, to Baltimore, Md., where she is employed as a
clinical microbiologist at the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Patricia Henry ’81 Leonard has been named vice president
of corporate development at Macmillan Publishing Company
of New Y ork, N.Y. She is responsible for acquiring trade,
college and professional/reference publishing companies.
John Paul ’81 was recently appointed production manager
of the Cricket Theatre in Minneapolis. Minn. He was for- •
merly the technical director of the Cricket, which specializes
in presenting original plays.
Jennifer Lyons ’81 Rydecki is Prudential representative in
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Mark Stevens '81 and spouse Tricia Paarlberg '82 Stevens
have moved to Singapore, where Mark is the Asia Division
operations controller with Motorola.
Jeannette Eberhard '81 Taylor is currently working at the
Zondervan Corp. in Grand Rapids. Mich, as the general
manager of the Bible Division.
Edward Tiesenga '81 is a panner with Hoogendoom.
Talbot. Davids Godfrey & Milligan of Chicago. 111.
Joanne Vukoje ’81 WolfTis and husband Todd Wolffis '82
have opened Surfside Sammy's, a deli-cafe near Holland
(Mich.) State Park.
Robert Bush "82 has been promoted to divisional sales
manager with Ethicon Inc., a Johnson & Johnson Co. He and
his family will be relocating to Memphis. Tenn.
Steve Ehmann '82 owns four Surf Shop stores and a T-shirt
outlet in West Michigan.
Harvey Koedyker '82 is an independent insurance agent
working for Eylander Insurance in Dyer. Ind. He also sings
with a local contemporary Christian vocal and instrumental
group, "Exaltation."
Karen Heikema ’82 Koedyker is an accountant/tax preparer
and is a licensed enrolled agent (to practice before the
Internal Revenue Service) working in Hammond. Ind.
Ronald McKey '82, an ophthalmology specialist, conducts
the Great Lakes Eye Clinic at Community Hospital in
Watervliet, Mich.
Heather Molnar '82 displayed her paintings in a solo exhi-
bition in September in Taos, N.M. After losing, and now
maintaining, a 70 pound weight loss, she is the new owner of
the Diet Center de Taos.
Mark Schrier ’82 is treasurer for Muskegon Insurance
Bryan Uecker '82 in June played a dedicatory concert on a
new sanctuary piano given to Immanuel Lutheran of Grand
Rapids, Mich, in memory of his grandfather.
Scott Broekstra ’83 is attending law school at University of
Oregon.
Kim Metzger '83 Doele was named one of two 1990 recipi-
ents of the East Grand Rapids (Mich.) Schools Foundation's
"Excellence in Teaching" award, established four years ago
to honor those teachers who have made outstanding contribu-
tions in the field of education which directly benefit students.
She teaches first grade at Wealthy School.
Tom Knoebber ’83 has joined SunHealth Corporation as a
management consultant I. and is based at Elliott White
Springs Hospital in Lancaster, S.C.
Bruce Kuiper ’83 is the pastor at American Reformed
Church in Primghar, Iowa.
Leslie Ortquist ’83. a graduate student at Indiana
University, has been awarded a Fulbright grant to conduct
dissertation research in Germany.
Martin Schoenmaker ’83 is the chief resident at a women's
and infants' hospital in Rhode Island and in his final year of
residency in OB/GYN. He has accepted a practice offer with
Lansing OB/GYN Associates and will be joining the group
Michele Serrette ’83 has taken a job as a lead CAE engineer
with Harris Corporation, Semiconductor Sector, in
Somerville, N.J.
Kurt Stork ’83 is working toward his doctorate at the
University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign.
Peter Van Eenenaam ’83 is a second year resident in ortho-
pedic surgery at the Harvard Teaching Hospitals in Boston,
Robert Weeks ’83 after graduating from Wayne State Law
School is a practicing anomey.
Russell Brown ’84 of Warren, N.J. is a member of the techni-
cal staff with Unix Systems Laboratories Inc. in Summit, N.J.
Bryan Gras ’84 has joined Old Kent Bank of Holland
(Mich.) as a mortgage loan officer.
Kevin Rebhan ’84 is practicing dentistry in Zeeland, Mich.
Jim Te Winkle ’84 of Wilmette, 111. has accepted an associ-
ate program position at Northeastern Illinois University in
Chicago. He is the clinical coordinator in the Center for
Exercise Science and Cardiovascular Research.
Duane Vanden Brink ’84 has been promoted to associate
scientist at Parke-Davis (a division of Warner-Lambert) in
Holland, Mich. He is responsible for developing analytical
procedures for drug uses.
Kurils Van Koevering ’84 is named as a descendant of
Zeeland (Mich.) Record founder Adrian Van Koevering on a
bronze plaque adorning the newspaper's building. U.S.
Congressman Guy Vander Jagt '53 and State Representative
William Van Regenmorter attended the plaque's commemo-
ration on Aug. 9.
Dean Welsch ’84 of St. Peters, Mo. is conducting pharma-
ceutical research with Monsanto, a position he accepted
following his post-doctoral work with Merck Sharp and
Linda Aldrich '85 of Ypsilanti, Mich, has completed the
coursework for her doctorate in counseling psychology and
only has to complete an internship with the Hawthorn Center
of Northville, Mich, and defend her dissertation for her
degree.
Jeff Allen '85 is serving as "marketing manager" for Tyson
Foods/Henry House Inc. in Holland, Mich.
Karen Ruhala ’85 Amrhein is employed by Arlington (Va.)
Public Schools as an elementary school counselor.
Kirk Anderson ’85 of Bloomfield Hills. Mich, in May was
admitted to practice law in Michigan and is employed as a
judicial advisor to Judge Kathleen Macdonald in Wayne
County Circuit Court, Detroit, Mich.
Susan Anderson ’85 has accepted a position as staff anes-
thetist at the Memorial Medical Center in Savannah, Ga,
Dayna Beal '85 of Farmington Hills, Mich, is a senior man-
agement consultant with Deloitte and Touche.
Susan Blaine '85 of Kalamazoo, Mich, spent the summer
working with autistic children and is working on her MSW at
Western Michigan University.
Marjorie Fabric! ’85 Blood is a member of the adjunct
faculty in the music department of Gordon College in
Wenham. Mass., teaching applied piano
Alice Brechting '85 of Portland, Maine teaches chemistry
and biology at Thornton Academy, where she also coaches
girls' track and the ski club, and is a class advisor.
Tamara Hoshal '85 Brewer of Walled Lake, Mich, leaches
first grade in the Farmington (Mich.) Public Schools and is
working toward a master s degree in elementary education at
Eastern Michigan University.
Karen Heffner '85 Broekstra is employed at Theodore
Roosevelt Middle of Eugene. Ore. as a self-contained special
education teacher for the emotionally disturbed and behavior
disordered. She has co-authored and implemented a behav-
ior management program for such children, and also
co-authored an article on attention deficit disordered adoles-
cents.
Mike Brooks '85 of Dallas, Texas and wife Grace were
recently accepted into membership with Wycliffe Bible
Translators/Summer Institute of Linguistics. They are in lin-
guistics/Iitcracy studies and currently run the dormitory.
Nancy Burrink '85 of Holland. Mich, is teaching kinder-
garten for ihe West Ottawa Public Schools.
Jana DeGraaf '85 Cathey moved to Grand Rapids. Mich,
from Connecticut last year and is employed as a nurse in sur-
gical intensive care at Blodgett Hospital.
Barbara Schori ’85 Den Uyl is a pediatrics resident at Yale
New Haven Hospital in Connecticut.
Richard Den Uyl Jr. '85 has started the S.T.M. program at
Yale Divinity School. 
Jennifer De Vries '85 of Lombard. III. is employed as a
development specialist in the training and development
department of Covia Partnership. Covia's primary product is
the Apollo computer reservation system for the travel indus-
try. She is also enrolled in a master’s program in
instructional and training technology at Governors Slate
Univetsity.
William Ellingboe ’85 is a material planner/scheduler in the
paint department of Donnelly's Grand Haven, Mich, opera-
tion, which manufactures exterior mirrors for Honda of
America (Accord and Civic models).
John Ferriby ’85 is with Perot Systems in Troy. Mich,
leading a world-wide telecommunications installation.
Lisa Gargano ’85 is administrative assistant to the director
of information and computer system manager with The
Gerontological Society of America in Washington. D.C.
Douglas Hall ’85 of Grand Rapids, Mich, recently received a
t at Steelcase.
Greg Heeres ’85 of Grand Rapids. Mich, is employed in
sales with Grotenhuis Underwriters Inc.
Jennifer Heitmah ’85 is the state
coordinator/rescarch associate for Common Cause, a
Washington, D.C.-based lobby group that works for "good
government" issues. Earlier this year she was ordained as an
elder for the Capitol Hill Presbyterian Church.
Vicki Januska ’85 of Muskegon, Mich, is a sales representa-
tive with Janssen Pharmaceutica.
Scott Jecmen ‘85 of Birmingham. Mich, is a manager with
Andersen Consulting, managing the installation of a main-
frame software package at an HMO client in the Detroit,
Mich. area.
Brett King ’85 is the managing stockbroker for a new
branch office of the investment firm Edward D. Jones & Co.
in Dowagiac. Mich. He is active in United Way. Rotary
International and the Downtown Development of Dowagiac.
Lisa Hendershott ’85 Kraetzer has taught for four years
with Western School District in Parma, Mich. She has also
coached eighth grade girls' volleyball for four years, and
seventh and eighth grade girls' track for one year. She is
within one year of receiving a master's of English degree at
Western Michigan University.
Deborah Sterner '85 Krizman is a research associate in Ihe
department of biochemistry at Baylor College of Medicine in
Jennifer Carr '85 Lemieux has moved to Merrimack, N.H.
and is completing a master's degree in management.
Geneva Graham '85 Looker is a consultant at Whitfield
Russell Associates, an electric utility consulting firm.
Trecy Lysaught ’85 is in the Duke University Graduate
Program in religion, working on a dissertation in thefield of
medical ethics. For the past three years she has taught in the
University Writing Program at Duke, and this year she is
teaching an introductory religion course at Elon College in
North Carolina.
Elizabeth Mac Gregor '85 of Washington, D.C.. is an attor-
ney with the division of market regulation, U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission.
Kathy Metzger '85 Mac Gregor is marketing coordinator
for PrimeBank, an affiliate of First of America in Grand
Rapids, Mich, and First of America-Holland.
Johnny Marmelstein '85 recently received the United Stales
Soccer Federation (USSE) coaches' license, and is enrolled
at Azusa Pacific University in the master's in education
program. He works as a consultant for the Amateur Athletic
Foundation, an Olympic Games committee in the Coaches
Education program.
Margaret Marsters ’85 of Bloomfield, N.J. is a communi-
cations specialist for First Fidelity Bancorporalion and is
certified in CPR.
Margaret Oklatner '85 McCarty of Canastola. N.Y. and
husband John were ordained in a joint service on May 13,
1990. She recently served as a director for a junior high con-
ference at Pathfinder Lodge, part of their American Baptist
camping program.
Moyra Miller '85 is employed as a medical sales consultant
for Support Systems International (SSI) in Chicago. 111.
Cathleen Cox '85 Mitchell of Muskegon, Mich, is leaching
at Mona Shores and is pursuing elementary endorsement on
teacher certificate through Western Michigan University.
LeAnne Moss ’85 of Grand Rapids, Mich, is director of
Grand Rapids Opportunities for Women (GROW), a
non-profit organization that helps low- to moderate-income
women become self-employed.
Julie Moulds '85 is teaching children s literature at Western
Michigan University and Kalamazoo (Mich.) Valley
Community College. She has nearly completed her MFA in
creative writing at WMU, and has had several poems pub-
lished in literary and other magazines.
Carrie Kooistra '85 Murph) is an elementary counselor for
Caledonia (Mich.) Community Schools.
Susan Neil '85 is in her sixth year as a learning disabilities
resource teacher for Brownsville (Texas) Independent School
District.
Holly Nichols '85 of Ml Pleasant. Mich, is attending Ceil
Michigan University in school psychology, working as a
graduate assistant and interning in Ihe Kalamazoo Public
Schools.
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Linda Paul '85 of Dearborn Hcighls. Mich, works in ihc
plant automation division of EDS, assisting in the market
research and development of statistical process control soft-
ware.
Catherine Work '85 Philbin is a senior admissions coun-
selor with the University of Michigan office of
undergraduate admissions.
Michael Rees '85 is a fourth-year medical student at the
University of Michigan medical school, planning to pursue
a career in urology with a special emphasis on kidney and
pancreas transplantation.
Ingrid Dykeman '85 Rop was recently appointed to her
second year as team leader of the art and music department
of the South Haven (Mich.) Public Schools. She has also
been elected by MASTA (Michigan American String
Teachers Association) to serve a second year as assistant
program director of the MASTA Elementary String Camp
near Gregory. Mich. MSBOA (the Michigan School Band
and Orchestra Association) invited her to be a guest con-
ductor at one of the suite junior high string clinic sites in
Grand Rapids. Mich, in October. She was also recently
appointed assistant conductor of the Southwest Michigan
Youth Symphony-St. Joe, Mich.
Jo Ann Seigner '85 of Waupaca. Wis. is employed by
Lutheran Social Services as an AODA Counselor-In Home
Team.
James Shields '85 of Rochelle Park. N.J. is a credit repre-
sentative in the agricultural division of American
Cyanamid Co.
Sonja Smeenge '85 of Grand Haven, Mich, is employed as
the cost analyst and internal auditor for Bennett Pump
Company in Muskegon, Mich.
Michael Smith '85 of Canton. Mich, is currently specializ-
ing in endodontics at University of Detroit,
Sheila Teed '85 is a senior accountant at Spartan Stores in
Grand Rapids, Mich, and a volleyball referee for the City of
Kentwood.
Kim Tenhor '85 is a full-time student at Howard
University in Washington. D.C., where she is working
toward a master's degree in social work.
Susan Herman '85 Toering of Ann Arbor. Mich, is direc-
tor of accounting programs for Adult Career Training and
Training Systems Incorporated.
Elizabeth Trembley '85 is continuing her work on her dis-
sertation and presented a paper at the annual international
conference of the Popular Culture Association in Toronto,
Canada on the work of Dorothy L.Sayets. Her article "The
Naming of Lord Peter Wimsey” will appear in Sidelights on
Sayers in 1991.
Diane Boughton '85 Underwood of Roswell, Ga. is a
group home manager for retarded adults. She completed
her first marathon on May 26. 1990 in three hours and 55
minutes.
Wendy Vander Hart '85 has been working to establish
and coordinate the efforts of the Interfaith AIDS Project in
Reading, Mass. The project hopes to meet the needs of sub-
urban Boston PWAs.
Ruth Vander Weide '85 is publications advisor and
teaches English and speech at Godwin Heights High School
in Wyoming, Mich.
Carol VanEeenam '85 recently accepted the position of
music/AV cataloger at the Library of the University of Utah
in Salt Lake City.
Dacia Van Zanten '85 Van Eenenaam of Boston, Mass, is
a senior leasing agent for a large commercial/residential real
estate firm.
David Van Gorder '85 is a product engineer with Saginaw
Division, General Motors Corporation.
Susan Marks '85 Van Ommeren is managing editor at
William Morrow and Co., a book publishing company in
New York City.
Paul Veld '85 in March opened a new, full-service practice
of optometry. Veld Vision Center, in Crete, 111.
Melanie Waite '85 is a third-year medical student at
Uniformed Services of the Health Sciences in Bethesda,
Md. She is in the U.S. Navy and working at Naval Hospital
Bethesda.
Dawn West '85 is an intern at Riverside Osteopathic
Hospital in Trenton, Mich.
Robin Wiegerink '85 is an account executive for
InfoMarketing Inc., a full-service advertising firm in
Durham, N.C. She handles non-profit association activities
and special event planning.
Betsy Karle '85 Wierda of Jacksonville. Fla. is a teacher
of the emotionally handicapped with the Duval County
Schools.
Michael Winter '85 opened an insurance agency through
the Michigan Farm Bureau Insurance Group of Companies
in Haslett. Mich.
Steven Wissink '85 is a group/family therapist for the Starr
Commonwealth Schools, specializing in the treatment of
incest and sexual abuse victims. He competes in numerous
road races and triathlons, and writes for Michigan Runner
Magazine. He and his wife Kaye live in one of Marshall,
Mich.'s historic homes, which they are redecorating.
Elyse Monroe '86 Allen is serving as assistant to the “well-
ness promotion coordinator" at Donnelly Corporation in
Holland, Mich.
Marlys Hiemstra '86 Beal of Farmington Hills. Mich, is a
registered nurse for the Matemal/Child Health Department
of St. Joseph of Mercy Hospital in Pontiac. Mich. She is
also a home care nurse for pre- and post-labor counseling.
Heather MacDonald '86 Corrigan is a hospital sales spe-
cialist for Parke-Davis in Detroit, Mich.
Judd Efinger '86 is working for Infiltrator Systems of Old
Saybrook, Conn., selling waste water systems.
Beverly Johnson '86 is a research scientist at Amoco Corp.
Research Center in Naperville. III.
Robert Kleinheksel '86 was ordained at Second Reformed
Church in Zeeland. Mich, on Thursday. June 21 .
Victoria Lowe '86 is employed at the New Jersey Veterans
Memorial Home, where she serves as the director of social
services.
Alan Supp '86 is a veterinarian with Town and Country
Animal Clinic in Greenville, Mich.
Marian Aydelotte '86 Walker has started a four-year
program in optometry at Indiana University School of
Optometry in Bloomington, Ind.
Tim ZoerhofT '86 has been named western region account
executive by Reid Psychological Systems, and is responsi-
ble for sales and service covering the Western United
States. He is based in Seattle, Wash.
Cynthia .lager '87 Gibson is a middle school special edu-
cation teacher with the East Grand Rapids (Mich.) Public
Schools.
Elisabeth Larsen '87 has moved to San Antonio, Texas
and started work toward her doctorate at the University of
Texas Health Science Centcr/South Texas Medical School,
focusing on Lyme disease research and other protozoan par-
asites.
Gregg Relyea '87 is health and safety services director
with Ottawa County Red Cross.
Stein Slette '87 is attending graduate school at the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City.
Lora Turkstra '87 is working for Oscar Meyer in the
company’s Madison, Wis. corporate headquarters as an
operations research analyst. In February she finished four
years of chemotherapy for acute lympocytic leukemia (in
remission).
Lynette Tuggy ’87 Zelis of Wheaton, III. teaches piano and
performs full time.
Brian Bartels ’88 has become a certified foodservicc sani-
tation manager, and is assistant manager at
Russ'(Northtown) Restaurant in Holland, Mich. He is also
a youth group leader for the senior high youth group at
Faith Reformed Church in Zeeland, Mich.
Kelly McKinley ’88 Boatman of Bloomington. Ind.
presently works for the Indiana Department of Natural
Resources.
Steve Christos '88 received a research grant from the
University of Michigan hospitals and a research award from
the Division of Kinesiology. He is currently pursuing his
doctorate.
Eric Dykeman ’88 is an interior design consultant with J.C.
Penney home furnishing in Albany, N.Y.
Lisa Lydens ’88 Efinger of Old Saybrook, Conn, is a
trainee with A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc. in Essex, Conn.
John Havenaar ’88 of Indianapolis, Ind. is employed with
Dow Elanco, a joint venture of the agricultural groups of
Dow Chemical and Eli Lilly.
Melissa McEvers ’88 is a certified public accountant. She
passed her exam in May on her first attempt.
Robin Diekman ’88 Osborn of Grandville, Mich, teaches
developmental kindergarten at Forest Grove Elementary for
the Hudsonville (Mich.) Public Schools.
Alan Sutton '88 of Lancaster. Calif, is working for the
Department of Defense at Edwards, AFB on advanced
spacecraft propulsion systems.
Joan Van Noord '88 is teaching special education in an
elementary school of the Virgin Islands Public Schools on
the island of St. Thomas.
Kevin Bartz '89 was appointed interim director of the
Great Berrien Springs (Mich.) Recreation Department, a
department for which he has been employed for six years.
Kurt Bouman '89 is teaching freshmen in Jackman. Maine.
Laura Davis '89 Courtright is a second grade teacher with
the Holland (Mich.) Public Schools.
Thomas DeVoogd '89 of Muskegon. Mich, has joined the
Peace Corps and is serving in Belize South America, where
he is specializing in agricultural education.
Forrest Hoover '89 is an urban youth volunteer in the
Peace Corps and is presently living in Ambato. Ecuador.
David Keessen '89 has joined the Peace Corps and is
serving in Ghana as a water sanitation specialist.
Amy Martin '89 is beginning her first year at Case
Western Reserve University School of Law.
Jill McCandless '89 Northuis is pursuing a graduate
degree in chemistry at Indiana University in Bloomington.
Michael Northuis '89 is director of LARC, a sheltered
workshop for the Stonebelt Council for Retarded Citizens in
Bloomington, Ind.
Bart Pierce '89 of Holland, Mich, has joined the customer
service staff of the TLC Group, promoted from the TLC
warehouse operation. He is responsible for support and
information services of the Slim-Fast Foods account.
Tammy Vander Ark '89 has taken a position with the
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Christian Schools, teaching seventh
grade math and geometry and serving as faculty advisor for
the student council. She had previously served as an
adjunct math professor at Grand Valley State University.
Amy Warriner '89 has joined Sefton Associates Inc. of
Grand Rapids, Mich, as public relations coordinator.
Wendy Wehran '89 worked for a year as a social worker
for foster care/adoption in New York City and was recently
accepted to the University of Michigan's social work
master's program.
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James Breyfogle '90 is working on his master's degree in
history at Wayne State University.
Suzanne DeKorte '90 is teaching special education,
kindergarten through fifth grade, at Moccasin School in
Buchanan, Mich.
Julie Owen '90 Dykeman is working with autistic children
at St. Colman’s school in Watervliet, N.Y,
Beth Hoffman '90 is joining the U.S. Navy. After six
weeks of officer training she will be stationed as a nurse at
Bethesda (Md.) Naval Medical Center.
Mike Lillo '90 is a registered representative with The
Equitable Insurance Companies.
Michael Northuis '90 of Bloomington, Ind. is employed
through Stonebelt Council as an adult training specialist.
Julie Parker '90 of Zeeland, Mich, is employed with
Bethany Christian Services as a child care worker.
Laurie Renkema '90 was not included in the "graduation
honors" list published in the August. 1990 issue of news
from Hope College. She is a magna cum laude graduate.
Susie Renner '90 has been hired as the sports information
director for Adrian (Mich.) College.
Carla Schregardus '90 is pursuing a master's degree in
counseling psychology at the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee.
Heidi Sunderhaft ’90 is teaching sixth grade in the Mona
Shores School District in Muskegon, Mich.
Diane Tague '90 is employed with the Columbus (Ohio)
Bar Association as a committee liaison. She plans meet-
ings. special events and conferences, and assists in the
membership drive and marketing of the facility.
Sheri Waterloo '90 is teaching second through fourth
grade learning disabled students in Ionia, Mich.
Karin Wiechmann '90 is attending Indiana University
Law School.
marriages
Kenneth Arthurs '88 and Katy DeYoung '88, Aug. 3,
1990, Holland, Mich.
Steven Balk '87 and Tiffany Brown '88, May 12, 1990,
Holland, Mich,
Adam Barnett and Neddie Haven '85, Oct. 29. 1989,
Portolo, Calif.
Thomas Becker '89 and Dora Plett, June 16. 1990,
Springdale, Ark.
Steven Boeve '90 and Judy Slotman '91. June 30. 1990.
James Breyfogle '90 and Lynn Massey '90, Aug. 1 1,
1990, Holland. Mich.
Russell Brown '84 and Jennifer Rustad, Aug. 26. 1989,
Chatham, N.J.
Steven Bulthuis ’90 and Krystal Van Wulfen '90. June
16, 1990.
Patrick Byme and Sandra Kubala '90, June 22, 1990.
Jim Carson and Lannettc Zylman '86, June 15. 1990.
Robert Corrigan and Heather MacDonald '86. July 7,
1990, Bloomfield Hills. Mich.
Jay Courtright '90 and Laura Davis '89, Dec. 30, 1989.
Thomas De Witt '90 and Erika Hyde '90, Aug. 4, 1990.
Eric Dykeman '88 and Julie Owen '90, May 26, 1990,
Jenison, Mich.
Craig Dykstra and Mary Ann Hylander '86, Aug. 18.
1990, Holland, Mich.
Judd Efinger '86 and Lisa Lydens '88, July 28, 1990.
SPACE Sf
Alumni submissions so greatly exceeded our space
allocation for “classnotes” that most of the mar-
riages, the births and the advanced degrees had to be
withheld from this issue. The 190 missing entries
will appear in December. Sorry!
deaths
Karen Verduin '70 Beckering of Hickory Hills, III. died
on Saturday. July 21. 1990.
She is survived by her husband, the Rev. James
Beckering '70, and three children: Shannon. Kurt and Kira.
Gloria Gore "52 Bruininks of Vero Beach, Fla. died on
Friday, Aug. 24, 1990 in Traverse City, Mich, following an
extended illness. She was 59.
Bom on Oct. 6, 1930 in Traverse City, she was a 1948
graduate of Traverse City High School, and earned a leach-
ing degree at Hope. She and her husband. Adrian Bruininks
'53, were married on June 13, 1953.
She taught elementary school in Grand Rapids. Mich, and
Miami. Fla., and was a member of the Reformed Church in
America. She spent the last three summers on Drummond
Island, Mich., where she enjoyed fishing and oil painting.
Surviving are her husband: two daughters. Dr. Debra
Bruininks '79 Davidson of Vero Beach and Betty Kay of
Boca Raton, Fla.; a son, John, of Boca Raton; her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Gore of Traverse City; three brothers,
Leslie Gore of Virginia Beach, Va.. and Cortland and
Ireland Gore of Traverse City; three sisters, Genevieve Gore
'52 Visser of Virginia Beach, Katherine Jager of Lansing,
Mich, and Ina Strain of Vero Beach; and one grandson. She
was preceded in death by a sister, Glenna Gore '47 Elhart.
Harold Colenbrander '41 of Holland, Mich, died on
Sunday, Sept. 9, 1990. He was 70.
In addition to Hope, he received his education at
Northwestern College, Western Theological Seminary,
Chaplain U.S. Navy and the University of Michigan.
Churches he served include Hudsonville Reformed, Hope
Reformed of Holland, Hope Reformed of Sheboygan, Wis..
Christ Community Church of Denver, Colo, and Central
Reformed Church in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He was president of the board of World Missions of the
RCA, was president of the General Program Council of the
RCA. and served on the board of theological education and
Western Seminary alumni council.
Surviving are his wife, Frances; his children. Martha
Glupker of Holland, Jane and Dennis Hunyadi of
Kalamazoo, Mich, and Mary and Fred Oestcrreich of
Virginia Beach; four grandchildren; a brother, the Rev. Paul
Colenbrander of Holland; and two sisters, Mrs. Harold
(Elizabeth) Packer of Orange City, Iowa and Mrs. Arnold
Vermeer of Sioux City. Iowa.
H. Donald DeBruyn '35 of Zeeland. Mich, died on
Friday, Oct. 5, 1990, at his home. He was 78.
He was a graduate of Zeeland High School and a lifelong
member and former elder of the Second Retomied Church
in Zeeland. He was a co-founder of DeBruyn Seed Store
and DeBruyn Produce
He is survived by his wife, Cornelia; his children. Dr.
Donald J. and Brenda DeBruyn of Two Rivers, Wis.. and
Kenneth L. DeBruyn of Zeeland; a brother. Robert S.
DeBruyn of Zeeland; a sister. Mrs. Richard (Evelyn) Van
Dorp of Zeeland; and several nieces and nephews.
Evelyn Roossien ’35 Dolezal of Zeeland, Mich, died on
Thursday, Sept. 20, 1990. She was 79.
Bom in Holland. Mich., the daughter of the late Peter and
Maggie Roossien, she attended Holland Public Schools
before Hope. She taught at Federal School in Holland prior
to her marriage to Frank W. Dolezal of Chicago, III. in
1937. He preceded her in death in 1956.
Upon her return to Holland, she taught at Lakewood and
Van Raalte Schools for several years. She was a member of
the First United Methodist Church, the Women's Literary
Club, the Ladies Club of Zeeland and the Zeeland Hospital
Guild.
Surviving are three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Richard (Minnie)
Roossien. Mrs. Alfred (Mina) Roossien and Mrs. Ralph
(Lenore) Roossien, all of Holland; four nieces, two nephews
and cousins.
Tom Donia '71 died on Wednesday. Aug. 8, 1990 in
Miami, Fla. after a two-month illness. He was 40.
A concert performed in his memory by Dr. Huw R.
Lewis, organist and associate professor of music at Hope,
was held at the college on Sunday. Sept. 23.
He was bom on Aug. 30, 1949 in Hancock, the son of
Robert and Angeline (Dombos) Donia. Three weeks after
his birth, the family moved to Kalamazoo, Mich.
In 1967. he graduated from Portage Northern High
School, where he was president of the student body and
drum major of the marching band his senior year.
Although he was a Spanish major at Hope, his career path
included journalism and communications. He was editor of
the anchor for two years, and held summer reporting jobs
with the Zeeland (Mich.) Record, the Saginaw (Mich.) News
and the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press.
In 1972. he joined the staff of the Kalamazoo (Mich.)
Gazette, where he reported on higher education and health
and wrote feature articles. He stayed until late 1975, when
he left for Washington. D.C., where he became public infor-
mation officer of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation.
He held that job until 1980, when he served for a year as
public affairs director of the Transportation Institute, a lob-
bying group for the merchant marine industry.
In 1981, he moved to Florida and became director of
communications for South Florida Blood Services. From
1985-87, he was director of public affairs for Citicorp
Savings of Florida. From 1987 until the time of his death,
he was director of communications for American Red Cross
Blood Services in Miami.
His father has noted that he enjoyed travel, touring exten-
sively through England. Spain, Mexico and Puerto Rico,
and was a lover of classical music and drama.
Tom. who did graduate work in architectural history at
Western Michigan University and wrote free-lance articles
for Architectural Digest and Residential Interiors maga-
zines. was also involved in preservation efforts on behalf of
two major Kalamazoo landmarks — the Kalamazoo
Regional Psychiatric Hospital and the former Masonic
Temple, now called the Rose Street Market.
He is survived by his parents; two brothers, Richard and
his wife, Margaret, of Kalamazoo, and Robert and his wife,
Jane, of Amarillo. Texas; two nieces and one nephew.
Karel Feenstra '31 of Grand Haven. Mich, died on
Monday. Sept. 24. He was 86.
Bom in Georgetown (Mich.) Township to John and
Fannie Feenstra. he married Katherine Nederveld in 1933 in
Grand Rapids. Mich. He was preceded in death by his
parents and one sister, Anna Kiekover.
Employed as a teacher at the Corwin School in Blendon
(Mich.) Township, he also worked at the Norge in
Muskegon. Mich, for 15 years and then taught at Beach
Plains School in Grand Haven until his retirement in 1969.
He was a member of the First Reformed Church of Grand
Haven, where he served as elder, deacon, Sunday School
teacher and choir member. He was secretary/treasurer of
the Retired Teachers Union; chairman of the Grand Haven
Cemetery Board; and a member of the PTA. Band Parents
and American Red Cross.
Surviving are his wife, Katherine; daughter, Eldonna
Deiters of Grand Haven; four sons, Femon (Barbara)
Feenstra of Livonia, Mich.. Karvel (Gloria) Feenstra of
Somersworth, N.H., Norton (Hazel) Feenstra of Grand
Haven and Larry (Mary) Feenstra of Grand Haven; 24
grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; a sister. Pearl
(Clarence) Hoffman of Zeeland. Mich.; and one brother,
Henry (Kay) Feenstra of Hudsonville. Mich.
Curtis Jacobs '63 of Crofton. Md. died of lymphoma on
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1990. He was 49.
He was chief of the Statistical Methods Division: Office
of Prices and Living Conditions, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
In addition to his degree from Hope, he held an MS from
Michigan State University in East Lansing, Mich.
He began his U.S. Government service in 1965 as a mathe-
matical statistician in the Statistical Methods Divisions at the
Bureau of the Census. In 1973, he transferred to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, where his original responsibility was con-
verting the C.P.I to a probability-based measurement.
In 1983, he was appointed chief of conditions. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. In this position he managed statistical
aspects of surveys used to measure the Consumer Price
Index, Producer Price Index, the International Price Index
and consumer expenditures. He was responsible for
research and development leading to the incorporation of
computer-assisted data collection for the C.P.I.
He was a member of the American Statistical
Association, the International Association for Survey
Statisticians and the Washington Statistical Society.
He is survived by his parents. Luc and Dorothy Jacobs of
South Holland. III.: a sister. Marjorie Jacobs '67 Vander
Meer and her husband of Davenport. Iowa; and his sister's
children. His brother-in-law. the Rev. Albert Vander Meer
'67. led the memorial service.
Helen Guhl '28 Johnson of Traverse City. Mich, died on
Wednesday, June 27, 1990. She was 85.
She taught business in the Traverse City Area Catholic
School System, retiring in 1975. She formerly taught in
Gardner, 111.; Saginaw. Mich.; Kingsley. Mich.: Benton
Harbor. Mich, and in the Traverse City Area Public
• Schools.
A 1924 graduate of Oak Park-River Forest Township
High School in Oak Park, 111., after graduating from Hope
she attended Eastern Michigan University and Moser
Business College in Chicago. III.
She was a member of the White Shrine of Jerusalem. She
was also a member of the First Congregational Chureh.
where she was active in the church's Circle Eight Club, the
choir and the Women's Fellowship. She enjoyed reading,
teaching atid her many friends.
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Bom in Chicago on April 21.1 905, she was the daughter of
Otto H. and Dorothea (Muller) Guhl. On March I, 1941 in
Oak Park, III., she married Iver Johnson, who died in 1961.
She was also preceded in death by a brother, Arthur Guhl.
in 1948; and a sister. Marie Snyder, in 1930.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. James (Linnea "Lynne")
Vert of Kentwood, Mich.; a stepdaughter. Thyra Hanson of
Traverse City; two grandchildren; and two cousins, Nick
Pool of Muskegon. Mich, and Tom Pool of Evanston. III.
Margaret Ann (Peggy) Kole '59 of Alexandria. Va. died
on Thursday, May 10, 1990.
She was bom and raised in Zeeland, Mich., the daughter of
Una and John Kole. She graduated from Zeeland High
School in 1955, and after attending Hope attended the
Katharine Gibbs Secretarial School in New York.
Survivors include a son. Shannon, who is a recent gradu-
ate of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and is
currently stationed in Fort Bcnning. Ga.; a brother, John W.
Kole of Arling ton, Va.; and a sister. Katherine K. VanZile
of Tampa, Fla.
Alexander C. McMillan '51 of Lancaster. Pa. died on
Monday. May 21. 1990. He was 70.
He came to Lancaster in 1954 from Union City, N.J. He
worked as a production superintendent for the Aluminum
Company of America, retiring in 1972 after 37 years with the
company in New Jersey and Lancaster.
After his retirement from Alcoa, he did consulting work
for a number of companies as an industrial engineer.
He was a past president of both the Lancaster Chapter of
the Society for the Advancement of Management and the
American Institute of Industrial Engineers. In 1984. the local
SAM chapter honored him with its Professional Manager
award, its highest managerial talent citation.
A decorated veteran, he served in the U.S. Air Force in
World War II. flying 70 missions as a bomber pilot. He
received an Air Medal with clusters and also was awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross.
He was a member of First United Methodist Church. He
also was a member of Lodge 43. Free and Accepted Masons
and American Legion Post No. 34 in Lancaster. An avid
golfer, he was a former member of the Meadia Heights
Country Club.
Bom in Dundee. Scotland, he was the son of the late
Bernard and Isabella Conning McMillan.
Surviving are his wife, Thelma J. McCorquodale
McMillan; a daughter, Susan J.. wife of Clyde R.
McMillan-Gamber of New Holland; a son. Bruce A. of
Goshen. Ind.: seven grandchildren; and a brother. James C.
of Spring Hill, Fla.
Theodora Reenders '62 Nehring of Grand Haven. Mich,
died on Friday. Aug. 10. 1990. She was 50.
She was bom on March 10. 1940 in Grand Haven to
Gerald and Theresa Reenders. She married William J.
Nehring on Dec. 29. 1962 in Grand Haven.
She lived all of her life in Grand Haven and was a graduate
of Grand Haven High School. She played flute in the high
school band and also played the piano.
After high school she attended Hope and the former
Muskegon (Mich.) School of Business. She worked in the
Trust Department of Old Kent Bank for 25 years.
She was a member of Second Christian Reformed Church,
and had been an active choir member, at First Reformed
Church several years earlier.
She is survived by her husband, her parents and a brother.
Dean (Karen) Reenders of Grand Haven. She was preceded
in death by a son. Robert Jay Nehring, in 1964.
Helen DePree '44 Peck of Marco Island. Ra. died on
Monday, Sept. 3, 1990. She was 68.
Bom on July 28, 1922 in Zeeland. Mich., she was the
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4 6lt takes a lot of resources to
provide a quality education for more
than 2,800 students. Without the
support of loyal alumni, we would be
unable to assist more than 1 ,500 stu-
dents with scholarships and grants, as
well as maintain an outstanding
faculty and beautiful campus. 9 9
William Anderson
Vice President for Business and Finance
6 6l give to Hope’s Alumni Fund
each year because my contributions
are an investment in the minds and
lives of students. . . our future leaders.
I’m proud of Hope College, and I
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daughter of Nellie Miller DePree and Dirk Jan DePree. She
graduated from Zeeland High School and attended Hope
until entering nurses training at Butterworth Hospital in
Grand Rapids. Mich.
She served as an Army nurse in World War II with duty at
Camp McCoy. Wis. and at Camp Blanding. Ra„ before
going to the Pacific for service on Tinian and in Japan.
In 1 946 she was employed by Zeeland Hospital before
joining the nursing staff at the Veteran's Administration
Center in Dayton. Ohio, where she became head nurse of the
neurosurgical service.
After her marriage in 1949 to Bradley Peck, she resigned
from the center to raise her family.
She was preceded in death by a brother and sister.
Surviving are her husband. Bradley; her children. Susan
Nell Peck. Bradley Peck III. Penelope Peck Oppenhuizen and
Martha Peck Gibson; seven grandchildren; her father. D.J.
DePree; her brothers and sisters, Hugh DePree of Marco
Island. Ra., Merle Schaap of Lansing. Mich.. Betty Van
Kley of Zeeland and Max DePree of Holland. Mich.
Harry Raterink '25 of Drexel Hill. Pa. died on Friday.
July 20. 1990. He was 85.
Bom in Jamestown. Mich., he was a graduate of
Hudsonville (Mich.) High School and graduated cum laude
from Hope. In 1927. he received his master's of science
degree, and in 1931 his doctor of philosophy from
Northwestern University.
He was employed as a research chemist with Rohm Haas
in Philadelphia. Pa., working in synthesis process and devel-
opment laboratory. He worked on Syntans for leather and
also developed plexiglass for airplane windshields and
patents for soaps and insecticides. He had retired in 1970
after 40 years.
He was a member of Christ Presbyterian Church in Drexel
Hill for 50 years, and served on its board of trustees for 2 1
years. He was a member of Sigma Xi, Lambda Chi Alpha,
the American Chemical Society for more than 50 years and
the American Men of Science.
Survivors include his wife of 44 years. Jane Jones
Raterink; two daughters. Ann R. Hummel of Wyomissing.
Pa. and Mary T. Raterink of Drexel Hill; two grandchildren;
a sister, Cora Grit of Michigan;and four brothers, Teanis,
Andrew, Marvin and Louis Raterink. all of Michigan.
Charles Ridenour '45 of Holland. Mich, died on Monday.
July 23, 1990. He was 71.
Bom Oct. 2, 1918 in St. Johns, he graduated from Loyola
University School of Dentistry following his time at Hope.
He served as a captain in the U.S. Army Medical Corps
during World War II and practiced dentistry in Holland from
1952-88.
He was a member of the American Dental Association and
Hope Church.
Surviving are his wife. Dona Zwemer Ridenour; his chil-
dren, Debra and Christian G. Plasman of Hickory, N.C..
Charles Jr. and Julie Ridenour of Grand Rapids, Mich, and
Robert J.T. and Rebecca Ridenour of Ypsilanti. Mich.; seven
grandchildren; two brothers, Robert Ridenour of Farwell,
Mich, and William Ridenour of Lansing, Miph ; and a
sister-in-law, Katherine Ridenour of Holland.
Eugene TcnBrink ’42 of Thousand Oaks, Calif, died on
Friday, July 27, 1990 at his home following a short illness.
He was 73.
Bom in 1917 in Allendale. Mich., he was the fifth of 13
children. His theological education began at Hope, and he
graduated from New Brunswick Theological Seminary in
New Jersey in 1945. He was ordained to the ministry the fol-
lowing year, and his service to the Reformed Church led him
to serve as a missionary in India from 1946 to 1967.
Following his return to India he became a priest in the
Episcopal Church.
In addition to his degrees from Hope and New Brunswick,
he also earned degrees from Cornell University and the
Hartford Seminary Foundation in Connecticut.
In addition to his wife, Ruth, he is survived by a daughter,
Carol Pifcr of Kentwood, Mich.; three sons, Eugene of
Columbus, Ohio, Calvin of Moorpark. Calif, and Victor of
Bowling Green, Ohio; and three grandchildren.
Evelyn Dehaan '38 Wolterink of Holland. Mich, died on
Monday. Sept. 3. 1990. She was 74.
Bom in Zeeland. Mich., she graduated from Zeeland High
School. She was a member of First Reformed Church and a
former Sunday School teacher. A member and past president
of the Zeeland Literary Club, she operated the Style Hat
Shop in Zeeland.
She was preceded in death by her son John in 1 980.
Surviving are her husband. Paul; a son. Thomas D.
Wolterink of Eugene. Ore.; two grandchildren; and two
sisters, Josephine Wyma of Grand Haven. Mich, and Mrs.
John (Nella) Mulder of Chicago, 111.
sympathy to
The family of Nathan Brander, who died on Monday.
July 16. 1990 before his birth.
Surviving are his parents, Jim and Mary Oomkes '86
Brander of Dorr, Mich.; his grandparents. Bill and Ardith
Oomkes of Dutton. Mich, and Mrs. Clarence (Bev) Brander
of Byron Center. Mich.; his great-grandfather, Ben Brander
of Hudsonville, Mich.; and several aunts, uncles and cousins.
The family of Paul C. Ganzar. who died on Sunday. Jan.
7, 1990. His wife was Jeanette Vlasaty '69 Ganzar.
The family of Rein Visscher. who died on Thursday. May
17, 1990 in Tarpon Springs, Ra. He was 92.
After a successful career as a merchant in downtown
Holland. Mich., he succeeded Dr. Bruce Raymond as busi-
ness manager at Hope in 1946. Until his retirement in 1967.
he was actively involved in the tremendous physical growth
of the college.
He is survived by his wife. Nancy, of Tarpon Springs;
three daughters. Gertrude Visscher '40 Vanderhill of
Holland. Betty Visscher '48 Rycenga of Grand Haven. Mich,
and Vivian Ploeg of Sand Lake: and 12 grandchildren, many
of whom are Hope alumni.
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Foreign languages help students prepare
for a shrinking world
by Michael J. Theune ’92
rrihe world we all live in is becom-
X ing a smaller place.
As communications have improved, as
the presence of foreign investors and
traders in the American marketplace has
increased, and as world-wide events, like
the tearing down of the Berlin Wall, have
occurred with global ramifications, our
neighbors are not only those who live in
our backyards, but are also those who live
half-way around the world.
“You can no longer talk about isolation-
ism in terms of the world,” said Dr. Judy
Motiff. professor of French and chairper-
son of the department of modem and
classical languages at Hope.
“For the past 10 to 15 years we’ve talked
about this so-called ‘global village,' but
most people thought it was rhetoric. It’s
not,” Dr. Motiff said. “If s a reality.”
Our changing world calls for changing
responses to it. At the college’s depart-
ment of modem and classical languages,
that changing response has been, and is,
taking shape in the form of new offerings
for its students and a variety of services
for the Holland community.
Along with course offerings in the
modem languages of German, French and
Spanish, and the classical languages of
Greek and Latin, Hope’s language depart-
ment also includes offerings in Russian
and Japanese.
Dr. Sander De Haan, associate professor
of German at Hope, teaches the
two-semester Russian course every other
academic year, alternating annually
between Russian and Dutch. Dr. De Haan
said that although the course presently
runs for only one year at a time, it pro-
vides its students with a “solid beginning”
in the language, a beginning that has led a
number of his Russian students to pursue
their Russian studies even further.
“With each class, we’ve had people who
and she has had her advanced class at her
house for an authentic Japanese meal. All
of this was done to give her students a
flavor of the Oriental culture which Jansen
noted is “so different from Western cul-
tures.”
Both Dr. De Haan and Professor Jansen
have noticed a growing interest in the two
languages and. according to Dr. De Haan,
the future of the two programs at Hope
looks promising. He said the language
department members talked in the spring
about expanding course offerings and that
“the department went on record as saying.
‘We want to expand Russian. We want to
expand Japanese.”'
“I’m fairly confident that within the next
five years we’ll see a staff person appoint-
ed whose primary responsibility is
Russian,” Dr. De Haan said.
Professor Jansen said that although
Japanese at Hope is still in its “experimen-
tal stage,” creating a Japanese minor
“For the past 10 to 15 years we've talked about
this so-called 'global village,' but most people
thought it was rhetoric. It's not. It's a reality."
-Dr. Judy Motiff
went on in their studies and built on what
they had learned as either a professional
interest or an academic interest,” Dr. De
Haan said.
Students interested in Japanese may take
two years of that language at Hope. Miho
Jansen, visiting lecturer of Japanese and a
native of Yokohama in Japan, has taught
the course in Japanese since the 1988-89
school year. Professor Jansen’s class, like
others in the languages department,
focuses on both the Japanese language and
the Japanese culture, integrating the two.
Professor Jansen uses video materials in
her language labs which serve to teach stu-
dents about Japanese culture, trade and
tradition. She has also given her classes
discussion time with others from Japan
program in upcoming years is a very real-
istic possibility.
In general, interest in the study of
modem languages at Hope College is on
the rise. During the past seven years, the
number of students studying Spanish has
risen from 422 to 7 1 1 and the number of
students enrolled in advanced-level
courses has doubled.
According to Dr. Motiff, the increased
interest in language studies range is the
result of a combination of the purely prac-
tical and the purely intellectual.
On the practical side. Dr. Motiff said,
“We are all interdependent. There is no
way to dissociate ourselves from world
happenings. If we consider AIDS and the
environment as world oroblems, then it’s
only through cooperation that we will
arrive at the solutions. ..In business, we
need to be able to communicate with as
well as understand other cultures.. .and in
politics, language is crucial.”
In giving “intellectual” reasons why one
would study language. Dr. Motiff said, “I
hesitate to put everything in an applicative
framework. I think there ought to be a
good philosophical basis for what we
do.. .rather than just responding with
knee-jerks to market conditions...”
“Language in and of itself is an interest-
ing study,” Dr. Motiff said. “I think the
study of a second language shows an
awareness of humankind’s inter-related-
ness. It provides for greater intellectual
strength, it provides you with a totally dif-
ferent body of knowledge, as well as
another way of perceiving reality, and it
provides you with a diversity of thought
modes and different problem-solving
skills.”
Knowledge of the benefits of knowing a
second language has spread through
society, reaching the state and federal gov-
ernment. Last year, for example, the State
of Michigan awarded more than two
million dollars in Foreign Language
Challenge Grants to improve foreign lan-
guage education. In addition, many
elementary schools have included foreign
language study as a part of their students'
education.
The elementary schools in the West
Ottawa school district and Jefferson
Elementary School in Holland all have
co-curricular foreign language programs.
According to Dr. Motiff, this is extremely
advantageous for the young students.
“If you want people to be proficient in a
language, you’ve got to start early," she
said.
A number of Hope students in French,
German, Spanish and Japanese serve as
teachers for these co-curricular programs.
Language students at Hope have also
worked with Holland’s community educa-
tion to help others gain the knowledge and
benefits which come with knowing
another language.
Hope College has also proven itself a
worthy resource for other parts of the
Holland community in this small global
village.
Dr. Motiff said that 20 years ago, Hope
never received a request for translation.
“Now we regularly, two or three times a
week, receive requests for translations,”
she said.
Dr. Motiff said that students and people
in the languages department have done
translations and interpretations for many
local companies, including media, adver-
tising, and boating companies.
For example. Dr. De Haan has recently
been translating a large document of tech-
nical specifications for a local industry.
He has also translated approximately 60
letters from people in Russia who were
responding to a gift of Bibles sent to them
by members of the Holland community.
“In this way Hope College serves as a
resource for its community,” Dr. Motiff
said, “a community that is growing into a
world that seems to be getting smaller.”
The variety of languages taught at Hope
includes Russian-a program the depart-
ment of modern and classical languages
hopes to expand.
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